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DCCconcepts ~ The layout control & creation ranges
COBALT + ALPHA + Essential tools + Accessories
Making layout control, wiring and construction easier for ALL modellers
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This catalog is all about products that 
will improve your layout performance
Cobalt turnout motors -  work with DC or DCC, are very easy 
to install and can be wired without the need for soldering. 
Super-reliable, they need only simple installation and wiring.

Cobalt Accessory Decoders -  Usable with DC or DCC, easy to 
wire, high performance and with all of the features you will 
need so that there is nothing else you will need to buy.

Cobalt Alpha products - accept the output from almost any 
kind of switch you wish to use and turns its outputs into 
a digital command. Combine it with AlphaSwitch-D and a 
whole layout control panel with working LED indicators 
can be made in a quarter of the time - without soldering and 
needing only one plug-in cable to connect it to the layout. 

Alpha Mimic - Lets you create a very simple “plug & play” LED 
illuminated layout mimic or display panel that mirrors the 
digital commands to keep you informed about track routing.

Alpha mimic ground signals - are top quality, simple to install 
ground signals. ready to go, they just need to be plugged in! 
Available in four styles, the pack includes a mimic control 
board and so they are ready to go with nothing else needed.

DCCconcepts PowerBase - At last, you can have gradients on 
your layout and still run long trains. Your locomotives will all 
run better too, as PowerBase pulls them firmly onto the track 
so electrical power pickup is improved.  a very simple answer to 
the age-old problems of pulling power & power pickup without 
taking the top off your locos or hard-to-learn modelling skills.

Cobalt CDU-2 - Improving performance for users of solenoids.
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Cobalt iP and Omega motors 4~9
Cobalt iP & Omega application notes 10~11 
Cobalt-SS turnout motors 12~15
Cobalt-SS application notes 16~17 
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Essential tools and needful things 44~45
Hints, tips and other information 46~48

www.dccconcepts.com

Please note: CDU-2 and PSU-2 are transformer based products and so will 
not be usable in the USA or other 110v areas of the world.

Additionally while we do our best to make sure all of our products are 
widely available, because of local requirements some powered items may not 
always be available in all parts of the world.

We can advise or confirm availability of specific items on request. Please 
email questions to salesuk@dccconcepts.com or salesau@dccconcepts.com
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From the very beginning, the 
model railway hobby has had the 
same problems,  complications 
and difficulties for modellers. 
A very commonly seen example 
has been most solenoid-type 
point or turnout motors. 
Most do not have the features 
that allow you to control frog 
power or panel lighting - and 
they are also very inefficient, 
needing big power and heavy 
wiring to work well.
The advent of DCC really did 

not help either... as while DCC 
or digital control improved loco 
control quality it made use of 
accessories more complicated.
After all, who wants to have to 
use multiple button pushes to 
change points and accessories!
Clearly the creators of DCC just 
forgot about the pleasure of 
controlling a layout with the 
help of an easy to use Mimic 
Panel  just like the real thing has 
always done. 
What a shame they didn’t think!

Well, all of us at DCCconcepts 
are modellers too, so we have 
decided to do our best to fix 
these problems once and for all. 
The Cobalt & Alpha ranges are 
the result of those efforts. 
Cobalt motors need only low 
power to operate and are very 
easy to use while also having on-
board switching for frog power 
& all other switching needs. 
Our full range of Cobalt acces-
sory decoders work with DC or 
DCC and have ALL the features 

you could ever want plus built-
in CDUs to help change  ineffi-
cient solenoid motors.
Our Cobalt Alpha products let 
you digitally control accessories 
on both DC & DCC layouts. Using 
Alpha also reduces the need for 
wiring between the switches in 
your control panel & your layout 
to only ONE cable in many cases.
Even better... All Cobalt & Alpha 
Digital products work as well on 
DC as they do with DCC! Wiring 
is simple & connection is either 

plug & Play or screw terminals. 
Always, any digital addressing is 
always a very simple to do “set 
the switch to learn” process.
There is a range of accessories 
for all of your needs or special 
requirements and we have lots 
of advice on how to use Cobalt 
& Cobalt Alpha on our website.
We hope you enjoy learning 
about our approach to making 
layout control easier than ever. 

Def ine Research Experiment Create

Objectives: 
Make it dO everything yOu will need

keep it siMple tO cOnnect and use 
reduce the need fOr layOut wiring

Enjoy
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The Cobalt iP & Omega Series “below-board” turnout motors
Cobalt is already the fastest selling motor-driven turnout motor 
range available world-wide. Cobalt motors are easy to install, have 
extensive onboard switching and iP motors use very little power. 
They need only about the same power as an LED to operate. 

Reliability is exceptional & batch-by-batch life tests often show 
more than 200,000 changes before wear is evident. 

This allows us to offer you a lifetime warranty on Cobalt iP motors. 

The Cobalt SS Series “surface mount” micro turnout motors
Understanding the need for a surface-mount motor that is tiny, 
stable, robust & reliable, we tried many forms of power. 

We found most weren’t sufficiently stable, so we finally settled on 
a powerful and extremely reliable “stepper motor” approach.

Stronger and far, far more stable than servo or conventional DC 
motors, the tiny stepper motor that drives Cobalt-SS is controlled 
by a separate, hideable control board with many features that 
allows us to give Cobalt-SS all of the abilities of its larger brother.

Cobalt-SS is installable close to, or remote from, the turnout it controls.

Our Cobalt-S Levers, Accessory Decoders and Accessories
Cobalt-S Signal Box levers look very like the real thing! Each has 
three onboard S.P.S.T. switches too, so they really can control 
almost anything you can imagine!

Cobalt Accessory decoders work well on both DC and DCC power 
and include all of the things missing from most solenoid decoders 
too. There is NO complicated setup needed!

Each item in the Cobalt range has a matching set of accessories to 
let you use it easily - without added complication.

Cobalt ALPHA & Cobalt Alpha MIMIC control panel interfaces.
One simple question led us to Cobalt Alpha... “We have DCC and dig-
ital control - so why do we need all of the extra wires?” We extended 
that thought to both DC and DCC modellers and Alpha is the result.

Cobalt Alpha converts input from switches of all types to digital 
commands. It works from products like AlphaSwitch-D to standard 
push-button switches and even the old fashioned “Stud & Probe”. 

Alpha Mimic mirrors commands from Alpha & other DCC systems, 
converting them to LED outputs to create simple Mimic Panels. 
Together... they reduce control panel wiring by more than 90%

The Cobalt & Cobalt Alpha families... giving you back the control of your trackwork

Our Product & Performance promises

We are railway modellers at heart... and we approach every item we create as if it was for ourselves. We 
want quality, reliability, ease of use and simple wiring so we design it in from the very beginning.
We understand that some want to stay with DC train control... while others are keen on DCC, so all of 
our Cobalt and Cobalt Alpha electronic items have a direct ability to work with either - DC modellers just 
need to add a simple to install, low cost interface so that they can use them too. 
We understand that you do not want to have to keep adding cost & complication to get the job done... so 
we add ALL of the important features into every product - so it is ready to do it all for you.
We understand that not everyone loves wiring and soldering... so we do our best to reduce the need. 
Alpha & Alpha Mimic products are all “plug and play”, reducing wires between control panels and layout to 
just ONE cable or wire pair. Cobalt motor products need far less wiring than you ever imagined!
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Cobalt iP and Omega motors

Cobalt iP Digital, iP Analog and Omega

Cobalt iP Digital, iP Analog & Omega are  the third generation of Cobalt under-board turnout motors.
Cobalt’s incredible durability is thanks to use of the correct engineering plastics for gears and case, MIL 
spec fibreglass circuit boards with hardened plating in the switch area, and gold plated switch contacts.
Versatility is excellent with up to 3 changeover switches on each model. More than enough for frog 
power, feedback, signal control, panel LEDs, interlocking or safety “isolation” sections at each turnout.
Cobalt iP Digital has digital control built-in so wiring is simplified, control is possible by DC or DCC, and 
DCC users can retain the ability to have both manual and DCC control. Cobalt iP Analog can be powered 
by DC or via an accessory decoder. Cobalt Omega was created primarily for those who prefer analog 
control & analog switching, however it is also able to be driven by DCC decoders if the user prefers it.
Cobalt power supply choice is flexible, with DCC or DC at most model railway voltages being acceptable.
Current draw is very low: 5mA when static or 40mA while changing for Cobalt iP Analog and Digital. 
20~40mA for Cobalt Omega (Cobalt Omega power use varies with the level of power supplied to it).

Product range :   DCCconcepts Cobalt under-board turnout motors

aPProPriate Scale uSe: T, Z, N, HO, OO, O, G, Gauge 1 (Outdoor use acceptable).
Case & Gear material: Case-engineering plastic~Acetal, Gear-specialised Nylon.
PcB & other material:  PCB Fibreglass. Contact areas hardened. Contacts Gold.
PhySical Size :   Top 28 x 38mm. Depth 52mm (or 68mm over contacts).
Power consumption: iP series 5mA~40mA, Omega Series 20mA~30mA.
accePtaBle voltage uSe: iP Digital - DCC bus, iP Analog 7~23v DC, Omega 9~18V DC.

availaBle Pack SizeS: All models available in Single, 6-pack, 12 pack, 72 pack.

the last turnOut MOtOrs yOu will ever buy? 
With a lifetime warranty & extreme reliability, you’ll need nothing more.

Cobalt gear train, motor & fulcrum components Cobalt Omega PCB

Cobalt iP Analog PCB

Cobalt iP Digital PCBCobalt iP Digital - DC or DCC, simple to wire
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Cobalt Omega is available singly and in packs of six or twelve
ALL connections to Cobalt Omega are spring type. There is NO 
soldering required ( Just strip the wires 10mm and twist tightly).

• Terminal 1 DC power 6~18V (or Accessory decoder output)
• Terminal 2 DC power 6~18V (or Accessory decoder output)
• Terminal 3 Switch 1 COMMON (1/2/3 are a diode switch)
• Terminal 4 Switch 2 LEFT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 5 Switch 2 RIGHT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 6 Switch 2 COMMON terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 7 Switch 3 COMMON terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 8 Switch 3 LEFT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 9 Switch 3 RIGHT terminal (independent switch)

• Slide Switch Change power range. Options  6~12V or 12~18V 

Cobalt iP Digital ConneCtion

Cobalt iP Digital is available singly and in packs of six or twelve
ALL connections to Cobalt iP Digital are spring type. There is NO 
soldering required ( Just strip the wires 10mm and twist tightly).

• Terminal 1 DCC track power / power bus input
• Terminal 2 DCC track power / power bus input
• Terminal 3 Switch 1 COMMON (turnout FROG power wire)
• Terminal 4 Switch 2 LEFT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 5 Switch 2 RIGHT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 6 Switch 2 COMMON terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 7 Manual/switch control LEFT contact
• Terminal 8 Manual/switch control COMMON contact
• Terminal 9 Manual/switch control RIGHT contact
• Slide Switch Selects between “Set” (for addressing) & “Run”

Cobalt iP analog ConneCtion

Cobalt iP Analog is available singly and in packs of six or twelve
ALL connections to Cobalt iP Analog are spring type. There is NO 
soldering required ( Just strip the wires 10mm and twist tightly).

• Terminal 1 DC power 7~23V (or Acc. decoder output)
• Terminal 2 DC power 7~23V (or Acc. decoder output)
• Terminal 3 Switch 1 COMMON (1/2/3 are a diode switch)
• Terminal 4 Switch 2 LEFT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 5 Switch 2 RIGHT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 6 Switch 2 COMMON terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 7 Switch 3 COMMON terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 8 Switch 3 LEFT terminal (independent switch)
• Terminal 9 Switch 3 RIGHT terminal (independent switch)

• Slide Switch Reverses the direction of  the iP Analog throw

cObalt ip analOg
For DC switCh Control or use with our ACCessory DeCoDers

cObalt ip digital
fOr digital and switch cOntrOl On dc and dcc layOuts

cObalt OMega  
fOr dc switch cOntrOl On analOg ac Or dc layOuts

Cobalt omega ConneCtion

DCP-CB1DiP DCP-CB1iP DCP-CB1 Omega
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Cobalt iP and Omega accessories

   Reducing baseboard resonance for quiet operation

No matter how well we make our Cobalt motors, when you screw them to a baseboard, 
you are creating a resonant surface that will magnify any noise.

To give the best results, we suggest that you take a few simple steps to keep things quiet!

• Before installing, paint or seal the baseboard where you will place the Cobalt motor.

• Use the foam pads we supply (also available as an accessory pack DCP-CMFP).

• Position the motor with the foam pad, test, then add the screws to secure firmly.

• After 24 hours, slacken or even totally remove the screws for a quieter installation.

Our foam pads are super strong & your motor will happily stay in place without screws!

Keeping it simple wherever we can

While Cobalt iP Digital, iP Analog and Omega are all quite easy for the average modeller to 
install and wire, sometimes its nice to have a few accessories that really make a difference.

The basic things like double-sided foam mounting pads and our very handy self adhesive 
tie-bar stickers will make the actual installation quick, simple & very tidy first time, greatly 
enhancing the pleasure of installation.... but the wiring still remains to be done.

DCCconcepts can help here too... for an analog approach, our 6-core wire will give a colour 
coded connection for as many wires as most will need (with an outer sheath that can be 
written on to identify the motor it controls) and if the choice is made to link Cobalt via our 
Cobalt Alpha products, then the result will be almost NO wiring at all required!

the cObalt “right angle adapter” 
MOunt cObalt MOtOrs flat On the bOard & reduce their MOunting depth

DCP-RA3
(Pack of three)

best apprOach fOr live (electrO-frOg) turnOuts

REMOVE
The Snap Spring

JOIN TOGETHER
Closure & Stock rail

ISOLATE
The entire Frog

JOIN TOGETHER
Closure & Stock rail

CUT WIRE LINKS
make gaps in the rails
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alpha-switch d

Cobalt PSU-2 Power SUPPly 
regUlated dC Power SUPPly for 220~260v aC areaS of the world only

oUtPUt  Can be ConfigUred aS 18v or aS a SPlit-rail -9v, 0v, +9v dC 

Working smarter

Preparing the things that will be used in advance will make the entire process easier. We think that these simple steps will 
save time and effort and give you the best possible result.

Prepare the turnouts: some will need very little - however assuming that you will use Peco or similar products, we do 
strongly recommend that you remove any “snap springs” as they are quite unnecessary with motor-drive turnout motors. 

To get the best running performance with live frog turnouts (Electro-frog), make sure that the frog is totally isolated, and 
also bond each closure rail to its adjacent running or stock rail. To isolate the frog, cut the wire links under the turnout 
between frog & closure rails. To electrically bond the closure rails to the stock rails, solder a solid wire link between them.

Prepare the baseboard. Pre-drill the holes for the throw or actuation wire of your Cobalt motors under the turnout tie-
bars. It is also a good idea to slightly countersink this hole top and bottom to make it neat and tidy.

Pre-fit the DCP-CML Ballast Stickers so that the throw-wire hole is already covered when the turnout is fixed down.

Obtain a magnetic screwdriver to use with the securing screws - it will make it much easier when working under the board.

tie bar ballast stickers (OO/hO)

cObalt added value pack.  
Foam pads, tie bar stickers, spare screws, and all of 
the drills you will need to create the tie-bar hole

self-adhesive MOunting pads

  Preparation makes installation easier, neater and much more fun!

DCP-CMC

DCP-CML DCP-CMFP

DCP-PSU-2

9V + 9V DC or 
18V DC @ 5 Amps
Power supply.

DCD-DSG/R/B

AlphaSwitch D
links via Alpha 
AEU to control 6 
Cobalt iP digital 
or DCC accessory 
decoders. 
It makes wiring 
much simpler.

PSU-2 is not currently available in Australia
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Cobalt iP & Omega:
Useful products to assist installation

Versatility in Connection...

You may see some of these products in more than one place in this catalog, but we  
wanted to show you how well Cobalt and Cobalt Alpha work together to make wiring 
and control easier whilst reducing the number of wires you will need to use.

DC and DCC modellers should both take special note of the Alpha Sniffer DCD-SNX. 

For DC modellers, this small and economical product lets you create a totally separated 
digital power bus that is not associated with your DC track power, so you are able to 
continue to drive trains with DC while at the same time taking advantage of the simpler 
wiring needed for things like digital control of point motors & panel lighting, significantly 
reducing your wiring complexity. For DCC users, it will enhance sniffer port usability 
and allow simple addition of digital mimic panel control via Alpha products.

cObalt alpha sniffer
an effective way tO establish a separated digital pOwer bus

cObalt reX
a cOnfigurable relay switch device that wOrks in Many ways

DCP-REX

Alpha-Switch A
controls 6 Cobalt 
Omega or iP Analog 
motors. It has TACT 
switches with LEDs. 
Use SPS12 or PSU-2 
power supply. Red, 
blue or Green LEDs

DCD-ASR/B/G

alpha-switch a fOr OMega
an alpha-style switch set with a  very siMple wiring structure

DCD-SNX

cObalt ip MOtOrs Make it very easy fOr yOu
cObalt prOducts all wOrk tOgether tO Make installatiOn, wiring and cOntrOl easier.

cObalt can have bOth digital and analOg switch cOntrOl and it wOrks well with dc Or dcc 

It doesn’t matter whether you drive your trains with 
DC or DCC: It really CAN be this easy to wire it all up!
Just use Alpha Central as we did here, or use Alpha AEU 
with Alpha-Switch D or almost any other turnout switching. 
Alpha Sniffer creates a digital accessory bus to power 
Cobalt iP digital or Cobalt-SS - meaning that you need only 
two wires to the Accessory bus for DCC & manual control.
Quick, easy and almost no soldering! 

Cobalt draws very little power when static, so you can add 
lots of them to the low-power “Alpha Sniffer bus”.

12~18V DC, 1~2.5 amps
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cabling that is neat & tidy

On this page is a random selection from our range that will contribute to an easy, pleasant wiring experience for you.
In particular, modellers seem to have trouble soldering. In reality though.. it’s not hard if you have the right tools! Use a 
soldering iron of 50 Watts or more with a T2 or chisel tip. If it is adjustable, set it to about 390 degrees Centigrade. 
Use DCCconcepts no-clean flux as it will make solder flow like water and will not harm your wire. Use DCCconcepts S179 
solder as it contains a small amount of silver, making it ideal for nickel silver and some stainless steel grades such as that 
used in some Marklin track or DCCconcepts bullhead track (set your soldering iron to full power for stainless steel).
Strip the wire with our top quality wire strippers that are equally at home with dropper wire or large power bus wires, 
and can strip either at the wire ends or by pulling apart and separating the insulation within the length of the wire.
Simplify connection and keep it neat with NO need for insulating tape or wire ties by using our tags. Make connection of 
larger power wires easy with our brass bus bars or use our 6-wire sheathed cable to keep groups of connections tidy!
You will be very surprised how well it all turns out when you use the right thing for every task!

tags Make cOnnectiOn easy

cObalt sps 12 pOwer supply
split-rail -12v ~0v~ +12v pOwer supply fOr cObalt OMega

brass bars tO link bus wiring

Install without stress

DCP-SPS12
Global use with

110~250v AC power.

Output is +/- 12v DC              

Wiring Cobalt or any motor
drive turnout motor that needs

reversing DC power. With this power
supply & our range of switch packs it will

greatly simplify analog control and reduce wiring complexity.
(Please note: SPS-12 is not currently available in Australia)

sapphire 179 sOlder & fluX
Our 179 sOlder and nO-clean fluX will Make yOu an eXpert!

Simple things that will help it all go smoothly

DCW-6WC
Ideal for Cobalt motors. 

available by the metre...
or handy 50 metre rolls

DCW-Tag25 or Tag50
Run the Accessory power bus via the 
outside top loops.

Use the lower holes to 
attach droppers for each 
Cobalt motor.

Use the centre tag and
eyelet hole for the
frog wire... perfect!

Packs of 25 or 50.

DCC-Bbar2 (pack of 2)
Joining an “Accessory bus” is never easy but these solid brass 
bus bars keep it all tidy. Holes 1x 6mm, 6x4.5mm 

DCCconcepts 179 solder 
flows so well it really is  the 
best choice for wiring.

Our SFNC no-clean flux is 
safe to use and works nicely 
on PCBs, copper wire and 
modelling metals like brass, 
stainless steel & nickel silver.

DCS-SFNC

DCS-S179

dcccOncepts wire strippers
strip wire perfectly - the ideal tOOl fOr efficient layOut wiring

DCT-BWS

A very high quality tool...
These strippers will literally save
you hours of work, making wiring easy!
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Cobalt iP Digital, iP Analog & Omega application notes
(Using with special trackwork, utilising the motor controls & connections)

Cobalt range Versatility
Cobalt motors have a very wide 
range of features and everything 
that you may need is already built 
in to give you extremely versatile 
connection and control.

Cobalt iP digital motors can be 
operated with DCC or DC. Of 
course, Cobalt iP Analog and 
Omega will need an Accessory 
Decoder to work with DCC.

The connections are all clearly 
labelled and need NO soldering.

Cobalt has built-in switches for 
frog control plus spare S.P.D.T. 
Switches to allow you to  control 
almost anything you can imagine.

You can also use the Cobalt 
switches to control other Cobalt 
motors with simple interlocking 
or for better control of more 
complex things like 3-way points.

Cobalt makes it all so much easier!

cObalt ip digital, ip analOg and OMega cOnnectiOns
everything yOu will need tO cOnnect, cOntrOl and use with yOur cObalt MOtOrs - ready tO use and clearly labelled.

Please be sure to read the detailed manual we provide with all our Cobalt motors before you install or connect to power.

MANUAL SWITCH 
(LEFT-COMMON-RIGHT)

CONNECT TWO PUSH 
BUTTON SWITCHES 
OR AN  S.P.D.T. TYPE        
TOGGLE SWITCH. 

ALSO OK TO USE LOW 
POWER DETECTORS.
THE TERMINALS ARE:
LEFT - COM - RIGHT

INDEPENDENT S.P.D.T SWITCH (L-R-COMMON))

THIS SWITCH HAS 5 AMP TERMINALS. USE TO SWITCH 
TRACK SECTIONS, INTERLOCKING OR OTHER PURPOSE

DCC OR DC POWER and 
FROG POWER CONTROL 
(L-RAIL - R-RAIL - FROG)

DCC POWER IS OK AT ALL DCC 
STANDARD VOLTAGE LEVELS.
DC POWER IS ALSO OK FROM 

9~21V (REGULATED DC PLEASE)

MOTOR STATIC LOAD IS 0.005 A
WHEN MOVING LOAD IS  0.04 A
(APPROXIMATE/AVERAGE)

SET~address

operate~RUN

Reverse throw

Normal throw

12~18V DC

6~12V DC

INDEPENDENT S.P.D.T SWITCHES (L-R-COMMON))

THE SWITCHES  HAVE 5 AMP TERMINALS. USE TO SWITCH 
TRACK SECTIONS, INTERLOCKING OR OTHER PURPOSE

Cobalt iP DigitalCobalt iP AnalogCobalt W Omega

THIS IS THE COMMON FOR 
A SWITCH LINKED TO THE 
TWO DC POWER INPUT 

TERMINALS TO THE LEFT.

THIS SWITCH USES DIODES 
TO DIRECT DC POWER SO 
IT IS ABLE TO SWITCH THE 
POWER TO RELAYS, LEDS 
(WITH THE APPROPRIATE 
RESISTOR) OR SIMILAR.

DC POWER INPUT

FOR THE VERY BEST RESULTS 
PLEASE USE REGULATED DC 
POWER IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. 

ACCEPTS 9 TO 21V DC. 
(REVERSE WIRES TO SWAP 

TURNOUT DIRECTION). 

SET THE SWITCH ON THE 
PCB TO CHANGE DEFAULT 
POINT THROW DIRECTION.

THIS IS THE COMMON FOR 
A SWITCH LINKED TO THE 
TWO DC POWER INPUT 

TERMINALS TO THE LEFT.

THIS SWITCH USES DIODES 
TO DIRECT DC POWER SO 
IT IS ABLE TO SWITCH THE 
POWER TO RELAYS, LEDS 
(WITH THE APPROPRIATE 
RESISTOR) OR SIMILAR.

DC POWER INPUT

FOR THE VERY BEST RESULTS 
PLEASE USE REGULATED DC 
POWER IF AT ALL POSSIBLE. 

ACCEPTS 6 TO 18V DC. 
(REVERSE WIRES TO SWAP 

TURNOUT DIRECTION)

SET THE SWITCH ON THE 
PCB TO MATCH THE DC 

POWER VOLTAGE RANGE

INDEPENDENT S.P.D.T SWITCHES (L-R-COMMON))

THESE SWITCHES  HAVE 5 AMP TERMINALS. USE TO SWITCH 
TRACK SECTIONS, INTERLOCKING OR OTHER PURPOSE

The Switch The Switch The Switch
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cOnnecting cObalt ip digital - an eleCtrofrog CroSSover (or looP) with frog Power Control

This diagram uses 
Cobalt iP Digital 
turnout motors.
The same  approach  & 
general installation 
versatility applies to 
all of our Cobalt 
point motors & Cobalt 
Accessory decoders.
Please note:
Cobalt iP Analog 
and Omega models 
change by reversing 
power to their input 
terminals so an SPDT 
switch and split-rail 
power supply OR a DC 
power supply & cross-
wired  DPDT switch 
are required.

cOnnecting cObalt ip digital - a three-way PeCo Point with motorS interloCked for ProPer Control

This is a totally independent S.P.D.T switch 
Use it for any purpose on your layout

WIRING WITH COBALT iP DIGITAL: 

This diagram shows the basic wiring for a crossover. Note that the two motors face 
each other.  One switch controls both for an additional analog control panel.  
Please give both Cobalt iP Digital motors the same address for DCC/digital control.

Cobalt Alpha will give 
you manual control 

without all the wiring. 

you can also connect 
both of the motors to 
one switch as shown.

Pushbutton or ON-ON 
switches are both OK.

This is a totally independent S.P.D.T switch. 
Use it for any purpose on your layout

This is how diodes look on a circuit 
diagram and how they most often 
appear in real life. (The example is a 
standard low cost epoxy diode) 

As you can see, apart from adding a few diodes it is a very simple process. We only use the manual control 
switch terminals and 3 simple momentary push button switches  to achieve this result. Please also note 
that the motors are still able to be controlled with DCC accessory commands with this wiring in place.

Wired this way, all the onboard switches still stay available for other things which is an added bonus.

We are often asked:
“How can i connect the 2 motors on a 
3-way point to lock out the 4th invalid 
position and always give the correct 
route or track direction”.

The easiest way is to use a very simple form 
of “Diode Matrix” between the three 
switches & the switch terminals on the 
two Cobalt iP Digital motors.

Cobalt #1

Cobalt #2

1

2

3

1 2 3

Please note:
You can also wire 
a 3-way point the 
same way with a 
Cobalt-SS motor 
control board or 
the DCCconcepts  
AD / ADS accessory  
decoder family of 
products as they 
share the same kind 
of switching logic.

Please note:
The same approach will 
also work with any 
brand or type of 3-way 
point in any scale.
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Cobalt-SS turnout motors:
the above board turnout motor solution.

What’s in the box when you buy Cobalt-SS?

Cobalt-SS 2-pack
• 2 Cobalt-SS motors
• 1 Control board
• Linkages & screws
• Y-Connect & Reverse lead
• Extension lead

The objective: create something special

Why Cobalt-SS? Not every modeller wants to put their motors below the board and some 
simply cannot because of the layout design. Cobalt-SS is the best answer for those problems.

Cobalt-SS is small & subtle, able to mount close to or far from the turnout it controls. It has 
a full compliment of onboard functions to match its larger Cobalt iP relations. 

Cobalt-SS is very stable because it uses stepper motors rather than servo motors. Powerful 
enough for all common gauges,  its small size makes it small enough to use with all of them. 

Cobalt-SS works equally well with DC or DCC. It is able to be operated with switches or via 
digital commands . Connection is a simple “plug and play” process. All  connections are on 
an easy-to-use control board able to power several motors from each of its outputs, so it is 
also very economical because loops or crossovers can be driven from a single output. 

prOduct range :   DCCconcepts Cobalt-SS above-board turnout motors.

aPProPriate SCale USe: T, Z, N, HO, OO, O. (The throw is adjustable to suit)
CaSe & gear material: Case-engineering plastic. Gearing and drive silver-steel.  
   and phosphor bronze. Motor frame plated metal.
PCb & other material:  PCB - Fibreglass. Hard plated relay contacts.
PhySiCal Size :   Footprint only 14 x 26mm. 
Power ConSUmPtion: Static power zero. Dual control board - appx 50mA.
aCCePtable voltage USe: All common Digital DCC bus voltages, DC 9~21V.
available PaCk SizeS: Cobalt-SS is sold as a 2-pack, 6-pack, 12 pack & 72 pack. 
   (Also a 2-motor crossover pack for loops & crossovers).

cObalt-ss  
why cObalt-ss?  Small, Silent, Smart, Subtle, Smooth - choose any!

Cobalt-SS 6-pack
• 6 Cobalt-SS motors
• 3 Control boards
• Linkages & screws
• 2 x Y-Connect/Reverse leads
• 2 x Extension leads

Cobalt-SS 12-pack
• 12 Cobalt-SS motors
• 6   Control boards
• Linkages & screws
• 3 x Y-Connect/Reverse leads
• 3 x Extension leads

Cobalt-SS Crossover pack.... motors only to make crossovers or loops.
• 2 Cobalt-SS motors, to attach to your Cobalt-SS control board for loops & crossovers
• Linkages and screws, plus a Y-Connector/Reverse lead and an Extension lead. 

As well as comprehensive instructions, you will find the following in every Cobalt-SS pack. 
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the cObalt-ss cOntrOl bOard
plug & play cOnnectiOn, easy setup and siMple adjustMent, usable with dc Or dcc

Connections and setup for Cobalt-SS
  

As with all our products, we thought carefully about the user 
and all connections or adjustment requirements for Cobalt-SS.
Cobalt-SS motors connect directly to the control board 
via miniature plugs and sockets and, as some motors will 
be far from the control board, a wide range of extension 
leads has also been created to keep it all plug-and-play.
Multiple motors can be connected to one output, so we 
have also created plug and play Y and reverse connectors, 
covering every possible combination we can think of. 
Several useful adapters are also supplied in every pack.
LED panel lights or signals connect directly to the control 
board and each control board also has two spare SPDT 
switches per motor / on each output, allowing frog power 
and other things to be connected without complication.
Using Cobalt-SS is simple too. Addressing is a “Set and Learn” 
process and control can be via DCC or a simple switch. Even 
adjustment of motor throw is easy - with LED indicators.

All of the above items are included with the twin (2) pack 
and of course, six & twelve packs have more.

Each pack has four linkage styles for use with various 
scales and track-bed thicknesses. You can choose!

Cobalt-SS 2-pack
DCP-CBSS-2

Cobalt-SS 6-pack
DCP-CBSS-6

Cobalt-SS 12-pack
DCP-CBSS-12

lOts Of screws and linkages!
we supply all the fittings yOu will need in the pack.

twO, siX Or twelve cObalt-ss MOtOrs!
Once yOu’ve tried it, we knOw yOu will want MOre, sO we Offer several chOices

adapter leads fOr every need  
y-cOnnectiOns, reverse cOnnectOrs & eXtensiOn leads

Cobalt iP Digital and Cobalt-SS turnout motors are designed to work together on your layout
They share the same approach to addressing too, so combining both types of motor will not complicate layout control or operation. Mix & match them to your layout’s need.
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Cobalt-SS turnout motors:
Installation accessories & adapter leads

Each output on the Cobalt-SS control board comfortably drives more than one motor 
and as already explained, multiple Cobalt-SS motors can be connected in parallel via a 
standard Y connection or with one motor reversed via an adapter if required.

Of course, sometimes motors will also need to be located a distance from the control 
board and with Cobalt-SS so easy to install, the last thing you will want is to spend lots 
of time under the baseboard extending and joining  wires.

We have therefore created a wide selection of extensions and adapters, including 
some with multiple connection options to  keep your wiring as easy as possible.

Of course some DO like wiring, so we’ve made extension wire available too. The whole 
range of adapters and wire extensions is shown on the left.  (Some images below)

adapter set: 3 X 1000MM/1M eXtensiOn set: 3 X 600MM shOrt adapter set: 3 X 50MM

Keeping it all plug and play

Adapter-Short. 1x Ext. & 1 Rev. (Pack=3)

Adapter-Medium. 1x Ext. & 1 Reverse

Extension-Medium 

Wire only, 6m, with heat-shrink for joints

Adapter-Short. Y connect. (Pack=3)

Adapter-Long
1x Ext. & 1 Reverse

(Pack of 3)

Extension-Long

DCP-CBRSL DCP-CBYSL

DCP-CBUML DCP-CBULL

DCP-CBSML
DCP-CBSLL

DCP-CB6MC

DCP-CBULL DCP-CBSML DCP-CBRSL

Plug & Play in any possible combination 
Plug and play systems need to be able to grow without losing their simplicity 
so we have created a wide range of leads and used drawings here for clarity.
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DCCconcepts fine wire strippers are without peer in the hobby: adjustable and lockable, they can be pre-set 
to any common modelling wire size, even the super-fine diameters used in the most compact installations!
Using the right wire helps save time and with the 6-core cable mentioned earlier in the catalog and the 
3-wire ribbon shown here, neat, logical and tidy installation of panel switching is assured.
Cobalt-SS uses screw terminals and the right tools matter here too. Forget low cost jewellers screwdrivers 
that fail at the slightest strain. Our magnetic screwdriver set includes 9 chrome vanadium tips for really long 
life plus three very comfortable magnetic handles, so the right tool is always at hand for your project.  
Great model railways also need the visible details to be correct, so we have created the first ever detailed 
ready-to-use scale models of the Westinghouse EP (Electro Pneumatic) turnout motor used in many parts of 
the world since the 1930’s... and we have crafted them in three useful modelling scales.
We provide one of each FREE in each Cobalt-SS pack, and more are available in economical packs of 12.

Install without stress
Small things make it easier

scale westinghOuse ep MOtOrs  
available in 12 packs, fOr O, OO/hO and n scale

high quality screwdriver set  
three handles with eXcellent grip & chrOMe vanadiuM tips.

tOp quality fine wire strippers  
adjustable dOwn tO the sMallest wire yOu will ever use

red~green~black switch wire  
a neat & tidy  way tO Make cObalt-ss switch cOnnectiOns

cObalt alpha central  
turnOut cOntrOl withOut the need fOr additiOnal wiring!

unquestiOnable reliability  
lOng life is assured with life-testing fOr every batch! 

N Scale ~ DCP-WEP-N

OO/HO ~ DCP-WEP-OO

O Scale ~ DCP-WEP-O

Above ~ an O Scale westinghouse motor

Quality matters 
when it comes to 
buying your tools. 

We supply three very 
comfortable magnetic 
handles + three of each 
type of tip (Cross, minus 
and hex-nut drivers).

DCT-SND.12

Only Cobalt motors are 
tested to this sort of 
extreme.... equivalent to 
100+ years of use!

Cobalt-SS crossover changed more than 200,000 times!
DCT-FWS

DCD-RGB

Choose the right equipment & add some important details!

Alpha Central’s instructions
could read “Open the box
plug Alpha Central in 
& operate the points”.

It really CAN be
that simple!

DCD-AEC
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Set/Run
Switch

Cobalt-SS Surface mount turnout motor application notes
(Using with special trackwork, utilising the motor controls & connections)

Analog
Switch

Panel
LEDs

S.P.D.T
Switch

Direction
Switch

S.P.D.T
Switch

Connect
Cobalt-SS

Reset to 
default

Connect to
DC or DCC

Connect to
DC or DCC

Cobalt-SS Versatility
Cobalt-SS has a very wide range of 
features, making it easy to use and 
exceptionally versatile.

Cobalt-SS can be powered either 
by  DCC or DC power (Of course, 
with DC power it will be changed 
with the analog switch contacts)

The control board outputs can 
comfortably handle more than 
one Cobalt-SS motor, so two of 
them can be used on one output to 
economically power a crossover.

There are three switches on the 
control board for each output, 
so you can control panel LEDs 
or signals, frog polarity and any 
other thing you might imagine. 

Cobalt-SS motors can also be 
used control each other by using 
the switch on one to operate via 
the switch terminals of the other. 
(This is excellent for interlocking 
and linking complex pointwork)

the cObalt-ss cOntrOl bOard.
everything yOu will need tO cOnnect, cOntrOl and adjust yOur cObalt-ss MOtOrs - ready tO use and clearly labelled.

Set/Run
Switch

Analog
Switch

Panel
LEDs

S.P.D.T
Switch

Direction
Switch

S.P.D.T
Switch

Connect
Cobalt-SS

Reset to 
default

Cobalt-SS throw 
adjustment control
 Throw Adjustment 
Indicator LEDs

Throw Adjustment 
Indicator LEDs

Cobalt-SS throw 
adjustment control

(1) Before using your Cobalt-SS, 
please be sure to read the very 
detailed manual provided with 
every Cobalt-SS point motor.

(2) We provide useful wiring 
diagrams in this manual. If 
you cannot find an answer 
for your particular situation 
please feel free to email or call 
us & ask. We’ll be happy to help.

(3) think creatively and you will 
find many possibilities thanks 
to the comprehensive set of 
auxiliary connections on each 
Cobalt-SS control board.

(4) You will find a range of 
leads and accessories on P14.

(5) Cobalt-SS motor drive units 
are powered by Stepper Motors. 

They must only be used with a 
Cobalt-SS control board. Any 
other form of connection or 
use will cause damage that will 
not be covered by warranty.

Please be sure to read the detailed manual we provide with all our Cobalt motors before you install or connect to power.
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cOnnecting cObalt-ss - a crOssOver Or passing lOOp (using MOre than One MOtOr On an Output)

cOnnecting cObalt-ss - interlOcking a 3-way pOint (using 2 Outputs Of a cObalt-ss cOntrOl bOard)

To  DCC Power Bus

DCP-CBRSL
Adapter

Connect LEDs or 
LED signals and 
Feedback data too

Cobalt Alpha will give you the option of manual control without ANY added wiring. 
However - if you want to use any form of conventional switch,  you can do that too.
twin push button switches, SPDT toggle switches or our Cobalt-S levers are all OK. 

Cobalt-SS is quick and easy to wire as all of the motor related connections are completely plug and play.
The DCP-CBUML adapter is included with your Cobalt-SS motors. There are many more options and you 
will find a very wide range of Cobalt-SS adapters and extension leads on page 14 of this catalog.

    As you can see, you will only need  
   two wires from the Power bus.

The red & blue track power bus 
wires connected to the switches 
can just linked to the wires that 
feed power to the Cobalt-SS board

This is another approach to interfacing control of one with the switching of another. Also see how to do it with diodes (page 11)
In this example, the common wires of the manual switches on the Cobalt-SS controllers are cross-linked via the opposing spare SPDT 
switches. (Look at the left side of the diagram, yellow and purple wires) This cross-linking interlocks the movement of the two motors. 
For example, motor #1 prevents motor #2 movement unless motor #1 is in the correct position and vice versa.

Cobalt-SS controller for motor # 1

Motor # 1 Motor # 2

Cobalt-SS controller for motor # 2
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Cobalt-S Levers...

What is in the pack when you purchase your Cobalt-S Levers?

Cobalt-S Lever packs will contain either 1, 6 or 12 levers plus all of these accessories:
• Connection boards (PCB) & standard wiring harnesses (Quantity depends on pack size).
• Cast metal dress-up pieces for lever tops (Quantity depends on pack size).
• Etched brass numbers. Content depends on pack size (Accessory pack of 1~99 is also available).

prOduct range :    DCCconcepts Cobalt-S Signal Box Levers

apprOpriate scale use: T, Z, N, HO, OO, O, G, Gauge 1 (Outdoor use is OK with care)
case & lever Material: Case-engineering grade Acetal, Solid brass levers (Antiqued)
pcb & Other Material:  PCB Fibreglass. Contact areas hardened and Gold plated
physical size :   Base size: 16 x 60mm overall. Height to top of lever ~140mm
pOwer cOnsuMptiOn: Nil direct: subject to user application
acceptable pOwer use: Usable with all common model railway voltages / currents.
available pack sizes: All models available in Single, 6-pack, 12 pack & 72 “Club pack”

paint the levers, add the details...  
Each lever in the signal box has a number & every colour has its own meaning.

Cobalt-S levers, completed to 
show you what can be done.

(1) Levers have been carefully 
masked and then painted with 
automotive enamels.

(2) Brass numbers, painted, then 
brought to life by polishing 
them  with fine wet-and-dry 
abrasive paper.

(3) The cast metal lever tops, 
have been polished with fine 
wet-and-dry paper, then fixed 
to the top of the lever bodies.

(4) The handles and lever grips 
have also been polished to shine 
just like the real thing.  

Paint & polish the brass numbers.

Polish the tops with wet-and-dry 
paper then glue them to the tops   

of your Cobalt-S levers.
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The Joy of realistic layout control

Cobalt-S solves problems:
With Cobalt-S, there is no 
need to add extra switches 
or expensive add-ons to 
make things work as you 
want because every Cobalt-S 
Lever has two on-on type 
changeover switches plus one 
“momentary” changeover 
switch already built in!

This makes Cobalt-S the one 
and only device that will 
operate any form of point 
or turnout control device or 
signal.

What’s more, it will do 
that while simultaneously 
controlling interlocking, 
operate lights on a control 
panel and, where needed, 
provide power control for 
live frog point-work too.

Cobalt-S improves control:
Use a Cobalt-S to control 
solenoids, and common 
problems disappear.

Use Cobalt-S with Cobalt 
iP Digital or Cobalt Classic 
point motors (they have 
additional switches too) & 
options for layout control 
will be almost infinite.

Cobalt-S loves Cobalt Alpha!
Combine the very flexible 
connections of Cobalt-S 
with the abilities of the 
Cobalt Alpha AEU interface 
and many more things are 
possible...
Irrespective of whether you 
choose to drive your trains 
with DC or DCC, combining 
Cobalt-S & Alpha products 
such as Alpha AEU & Alpha 
Sniffer means that you will 
need fewer wires to connect 
things together... so whole 
control panels now connect 
to the layout with just a 
single cable!

Cobalt-S adds pleasure!

Above all, Cobalt-S feels and 
looks right, so it is a product 
to be enjoyed by all!
Wiring is clearly laid out & 
we have created a simple 
PCB connection as the hub 
of your Cobalt-S wiring. 

Cobalt-S includes detail!
Details such as etched 
brass labels & cast metal 
lever-top covers are also 
provided so you can dress it 
up any way you want!

etched brass nuMbers

The Reality 
Cobalt-S is very special: 
140mm (5-1/2”) high and 
with a feel that has never 
been achieved before without 
long hours of skilled work 
on the modellers work-
bench. 

Cobalt-S has a solid brass 
lever with working locking 
catch that gives a feeling of 
action, with solidity & pur-
pose reminiscent of the real 
thing. Added detail parts are 
supplied with every Cobalt-S. 

Incredible versatility: 
Cobalt S can literally switch 
any electrical item created 
for use on a model railway, 
without exception… yet it is 
easy to wire & understand. 

Cobalt-S levers can easily be 
grouped together just like 
the prototype but they also 
come complete with a subtle 
“added spacer” for those 
with larger fingers.

There are simply no limits:
You can create a local signal 
box or re-create the classic 
major signal box of a large 
yard or city station. 

It’s all up to you.

        Single DCP-CBS         Six pack DCP-CBS6         Twelve pack DCP-CBS12

DCP-CS99
Added etched brass numbers,1~99

cObalt-s accessOries

The fitting kit
This is what comes with each lever

Painting your Cobalt-S levers is easy to do as the antique finish makes a good undercoat.
• Mask carefully around the lever base, the lever top and the latching plate (pull handle)
• Spray with an automotive-type spray enamel or airbrush.. or carefully with a brush
• Remove masking and then polish the brass lever top areas with fine wet & dry paper.

singles, siX and twelve packs... 
Levers are rarely used alone, so we have created multi packs with price savings.
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Cobalt-S... a new way of thinking may result!
When you make the decision to use Cobalt-S, it is also worth spending a little of your time 
researching on the web, visiting a preserved signal box and talking to the volunteers, or 
maybe  buying a signalling book or two, because, apart from it being a more enjoyable way 
for you to change signals and turnouts, operating with levers may also bring a change to the 
way you think about layout control.

Levers are not worked like model railway “mimic panels”. When you operate like the real 
thing does, turnouts are no longer set left and right, but “Normal or Reversed” and they 
are always returned to the “Normal” position after the train passes. 

Levers in the signal box are always off or away from you when they are not needed to 
accommodate the needs of trains within their control area. This will set pointwork and 
related devices to a “default to safe” position. (This is a good practice for model trains too)

You never know: once you use levers, signals may also become more important to you, 
and things like sequence of action and lever movement may well take on a new meaning. 

Whatever you do though, please enjoy the process of adopting Cobalt-S levers because 
our great hobby should always bring a smile to everything we do!

(If you need advice, email us: we will either help or refer you to someone who can)

just like the real thing... 

several versiOns Of the prOtOtype eXist, but this is reMarkably like a cObalt-s fraMe! 

One half Of a 52 lever fraMe, ready tO use!
painted, nuMbered, electrically interlOcked & ready fOr prOtOtypical OperatiOn.

Millhouses 
With thanks to 
John Brighton and his
wonderful layout “Millhouses”

Operate like the real thing

With Cobalt-S and Alpha, you can have the best of both worlds...
If you interface Cobalt-S to your layout via Alpha  AEU and Alpha Mimic, you’ll need only 
one set of contacts for all control of turnouts and any associated mimic panel lights.
This leaves Cobalt-S contacts free to control dead sections at the frog of the turnouts 
that Cobalt-S controls, making it impossible to over-run a point set against the train.
Alternately you can control connection to other levers OR to trigger a buzzer or similar 
to warn you that a lever being moved is “Interlocked” with another lever that must also 
be thrown to make the route complete. With imagination, the possibilities are endless.

St Albans south signal box
(With thanks to those who care 
enough to preserve our heritage)

www.sigbox.co.uk
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even easier cObalt-s cOnnectiOn
Quick-connect harnesses with no soldering needed

cObalt-s, alpha aeu & MiMic
an eXaMple we created tO shOw yOu. ONE wire to the layout

Connections and setup for Cobalt-S
As with all of our products, we thought carefully about 
the connection and set-up requirements for Cobalt-S.
Everything is supplied in the pack, from a selection of 
etched brass numbers to fixing screws. The Cobalt-S Lever 
has a 9-wire JST socket, so the harness simply plugs in.
As supplied, the harness is already pre-stripped & tinned, 
making it easy to solder to the control PCB. 
For those who dislike soldering or just want to make the 
connections even easier, we’ve made the DCP-SFH, which 
is a plug and play harness that has totally solder-free spring 
terminals for you to make connecting accessories easier.
Switching can be used in several ways. The two momentary 
contacts act at the end of throw (you will feel the positive 
spring pressure at throw end) and the two on-on switches 
have a clear make-before-break action so they can be used 
for any purpose you choose, digital or analog.
It’s unusual to have a traditional item with such versatility!

cObalt-s has bOth MOMentary and On-On switches built in, sO it will cOntrOl everything...
sOlenOids, cObalt, cObalt-ss and Other MOtOr drive turnOut MOtOrs, signals Or anything else yOu Might iMagine, including crOssing gates and wOrking detOnatOrs if yOu are intO fine detail!

DCP-SFH
Quick connect harness, available in a pack of 3

DCD-MPRD (red)      DCD-MPGN (green)       DCD-MPRG (red and green)
New colours coming soon ~ DCD-MPBL (Blue)     DCD-MPRW (Red and warm white)  

Alpha Mimic is totally plug and play with NO soldering needed. (See page 34 for more detail)

Levers connected to an Alpha AEU.
The Alpha AEU then connects to
the layout with an RJ12 curly
cord (6p6c) that provides
power & communication

The lead part number is
DCP-ACL

An  Alpha Mimic drives the control panel LEDs
in the display. It needs only 2 wires connected to the layout.

cObalt-s lever users May need a bOX diagraM
alpha MiMic is the perfect cOMpaniOn fOr cObalt-s - it needs Only One pair Of wires tO the layOut

reducing the wires between levers & layOut
cOnnect cObalt-s tO the layOut via alpha aeu and yOu will need Only One 6-wire cable! 

The Alpha AEU

Each Alpha AEU can 
control 12 devices.

Several AEUs can be 
connected together 
for larger layouts.

Alpha AEU digitises 
the output of any 
form of switch and 
reduces wiring from 
panel to layout to a 
single 6-wire cable.

DCD-AEU
DCC compatible - Universal interface via Alpha Sniffer or Adapters
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Cobalt-S Levers can control & connect to almost anything!

Cobalt-S is the only switching
device that really can do it all!
Cobalt-S really can control any sort of 
electrical device that you connect to your 
layout. It can do it via a digital interface 
OR with all standard analog wiring  
approaches. It really IS up to you!
As ‘Scissors crossing” wiring is a very 
common “help” request, we will show 
you two examples on these pages: 
Top RHS. If controlled by Alpha.
Only the wires used for interlocking the 
points & adding frog power are shown in 
the drawing to prevent confusion. 
(the Cobalt iP Digital motors will of 
course need to be connected to the track 
or accessory bus for power)
The motors themselves need NO added 
wiring if you control them with Cobalt-S 
levers or in fact any type of switch via the 
DCCconcepts Alpha AEU. 
What’s surprising is how simple it is! 
(Note: It is equally easy to do it this way 
on DC or DCC layouts. DC modellers 
need to add a low cost digital accessory 
bus by using an “Alpha Sniffer”. 
Lower RHS. Conventional control.
This uses commonly used solenoids with 
standard DC wiring and our CDU-2. 
It needs a LOT of wires, but the principles 
of Cobalt-S use are exactly the same.
Complete and fully wired diagrams can 
be found in the help area of our website! 

the cObalt-s lever ~ inside and Out. 
with three changeOver switches OnbOard and a chOice between MOMentary and On-On switches, cObalt-s can cOntrOl alMOst anything! 
the Manufacturing quality is eXceptiOnal and it really feels gOOd tO use. Wiring can be simple or complex. The choice is up to you! 

A B C

A B C

These are the momentary 
switch connections.
Contact Order:
Left - Common - Right

A Lead that plugs directly into Cobalt-S is supplied in 
the pack when you buy your Cobalt-S Lever. 
We also include this PCB to make it easier for you to 
interface the Cobalt-S lever with your layout wiring.

Cobalt-S Connections

If you’d like to make wiring 
even easier, add DCP-SFH 
plug in harnesses (packs of 3)
The DCP-SFH harnesses plug 
directly into your Cobalt-S 
You can then connect your 
layout wiring to Cobalt-S  
with NO soldering at all.

A

These are S.P.D.T. ON-ON 
type switch connections.
Contact Order:
Left - Right-Common

B

These are S.P.D.T. ON-ON 
type switch connections.
Contact Order:
Common - Left - Right

C

There are three switches on each 
Cobalt-S lever. All switches are 
make-before-break to give clear 
and accurate responses without 
the annoying momentary shorts 
that some switches can create.
All switch contacts are GOLD 
plated for reliability and they are 
all able to handle 5 amps of load

Inside Cobalt-S
Cobalt-S is designed without 
any compromises for a very 
long life and high reliability. 
All contacts are gold plated. 
The Lever itself is solid brass

Order matches solenoids & Alpha interface

Order matches Cobalt iP onboard switches

Order matches Cobalt iP onboard switches
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  cOntrOlling any layOut accessOry that needs Only MOMentary pOwer with cObalt-s levers
sOlenOid cOntrOl Of a scissOrs crOssing is Ok until yOu need tO interlOck Or switch the frOgs - but if yOu use cObalt-s & add cObalt reX, all prObleMs are sOlved!

interlOcking & frOg cOntrOl - a scissOrs crOssing - alpha, cObalt ip digital & cObalt-s levers
fOr a fully detailed set Of diagraMs cOvering alMOst any wiring questiOn in relatiOn tO turnOuts Or pOintwOrk please visit the Manuals and advice pages Of Our website

1

3

2

4

Master for Crossover #1 Master for Crossover #2

Slave for #1Slave for #2

1

3

2

4

Track and Motor power connections are NOT SHOWN in order to maintain diagram clarity

Track power connections are NOT SHOWN in order to maintain diagram clarity

An even more detailed diagram is available in the advice section of our website www.dccconcepts.com

An even more detailed diagram is available in the advice section of our website www.dccconcepts.com

All switch wiring for this 
application will be done via 
Cobalt-S and the Alpha AEU

Wire colours are chosen only for clarity
Please use your preferred colour codes
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A VERY versatile add-on switching device!

When we create a product, we 
do our very best to make sure 
that it is equally usable by DC or 
DCC modellers. 

We also add as much as we can 
so that you can be sure there’s 
rarely other things you need to 
buy when using our products.

We try to give you real choice in 
operation as well. For example, 
DC or DCC, you can use many of 
our products with Alpha, digital 
control OR analog switching.

Finally, we try to think outside the 
box every time as we know that 
modellers are endlessly creative 
and, inevitably, they will always 
want just a little bit more.

So - “There is no point at all in 
doing it by halves” is always in 

our thoughts when we design 
our new products, and REX is 
a result of that kind of thinking!

REX is a small, simple but clever 
add-on switching interface. It 
has been fitted with four high 
power S.P.D.T relays that can be 
ganged, or, if you wish, used as 
two separately switched pairs.

REX’s control switches can be 
set any way that you want & can 
be configured to give almost 
any combination of results that 
we can think of!

So, with Cobalt REX, you will be 
able to control almost anything 
on your layout!

• We use 12~18V DC but REX  
works well on all common 
DCC Track voltages. 

• REX has 4 built-in relays 
and can change all of its 
contacts at once. 

• REX can also act like a pair 
of independent devices. 
You can choose that option 
just by changing a control 
switch position.

• REX can be controlled by 
any kind of switch.

• REX has built in memory 
so it always remembers 
its state, last position and 
settings when power is off.

• REX is easy to connect as 
everything on the REX  
PCB is labelled clearly.

• REX is easy to set up just by 
moving its switches, and it 
uses very little power.

ProdUCt range:   REX: DCCconcepts Cobalt range accessories
Primary design goals: Improve wiring versatility. Make it simpler for modellers to  
   have both Cobalt-linked & automated, interactive switching
aPProPriate scale use: Usable with layouts of any prototype in all modelling scales
user skill requirement: Low. Screw-terminals.  Simple switch control. No programming
aPPlication / suitability: Suitable for DCC or DC use. High power contacts (max 5A)
switching interface: Selectable. Switch or detector. Momentary or ON-ON
other-brand interaction: Interfaces with most devices that can change a switch state
Power requirements: DC or DCC power. The range limits are 9~21V DC or DCC

About Cobalt REX

cObalt reX -  what it is and what it can dO.
an Overview Of the dcp-reX (cObalt reX): reX’s inputs, Outputs & cOnfiguratiOn abilities.

REX works with all switch types & many kinds of detector or automation 
• Any type of momentary or on-on switch. Just set the “Action type” switch.
• All kinds of magnetic reed switches or “Hall effect” triggers.
• Almost any kind of detector can also trigger REX. Just connect your detector 

outputs to the “Trigger” or switching terminals with a 1000~5000 ohm (1k~5k 
Ohms) resistor placed in series with one of the output wires of your detector.

(If your detector has a higher (more than 5V DC) output then a higher value resistor 
may be needed. If you are not sure, start with 10,000 Ohms (10k Ohms) & experiment)

Relay “Action type” for Relay  1 and 2

This changes relays from momentary 
contacts (N.O. operation) to Latching 
contacts (N.C. or normally closed)

Set to NO-SW for momentary.
Set to NC-SW for latching. 

SPDT Relay output # 1
Right - Common - Left

SPDT Relay output # 2
Right - Common - Left

SPDT Relay output # 4
Left - Common - Right

SPDT Relay output # 3
Left - Common - Right

Power input connection terminals
Nominally 9~21V. Recommended range 
is 12 to 18 volts DC or DCC track power

REX Trigger (switching) Terminals. 
These set how REX reacts to inputs. You 
can use a Left/Right Common approach  
or Common + Left for 1 and 2, plus 
Common + right for 3 and 4. This input 
can accept ANY form of switch and is 
OK to use with low voltage detectors 
or simple triggers such as Reed Switches

REX Configuration Switch. Sets REX 
relay operation to be All at once or 
with 1 + 2 and 3 + 4 as independent pairs 
UP= All 4 together, DOWN= In Pairs

Relay “Action type” for Relay  3 and 4

This changes relays from momentary 
contacts (N.O. operation) to Latching 
contacts (N.C. or normally closed)

Set to NO-SW for momentary.
Set to NC-SW for latching. 
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cObalt reX -  an ecOnOMical & fully autOMated reverse lOOp fOr dcc
siMple & easy tO dO, its even MOre gentle than standard dcc reversers as there are nO shOrts!

Extend & enhance your layout control

REX - Connection examples

cObalt reX -  ecOnOMical and easy frOg pOwer cOntrOl with sOlenOids

using cObalt reX here will save yOu tiMe, MOney, wire, sOldering and it’ll be MOre reliable tOO

REX connects to all Cobalt motors the same way
         OMEGA          iP Analog        iP Digital  

Automating a DCC reversing loop 
If you connect REX to a switch on any 
Cobalt point motor, when you change the 
point (turnout), loop polarity will also 
change so that it matches the main line.

Select NO SW

Select ALL

This example shows the wiring 
connections for a DCC layout.

As you can see, this example still leaves 
you with half of the relay connections
of your REX completely free, so you can use 
them to add LEDs, signals or other things.

cObalt reX - an ecOnOMical & fully autOMated reverse lOOp fOr dc
using cObalt reX linked tO cObalt ip Or OMega MOtOrs tO cOntrOl frOg pOwer & reverse lOOps

This example shows the wiring 
connections for a DC layout.

The DC controller outputs go 
directly to the loop. The rest of 
the layout is powered via REX.

All Cobalt motors connect the same way
     OMEGA          iP Analog        iP Digital  

Select NO SW

Select ALL

ANY BRAND OF 
DC CONTROLLER

To the 
Solenoids

Momentary switch or 2 pushbuttons
Because the switch only connects to 
one side of the power circuit for the 
solenoids, we can safely share these 
contacts to switch REX at the same 
time as your solenoid point motors.

REX & SOLENOIDS
Switching frogs does 
NOT need the hassle 
of installing fiddly 
micro-switches if you 
have REX. One REX 
can manage a couple 
of crossovers or 
loops with less wire, 
less cost in time and 
better reliability.

Automating DC Reversing loop

DCP-REX

DCP-REX

DCP-REX
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Cobalt AD & ADS Series Decoders

prOduct range :    DCCconcepts Cobalt Accessory Decoders

apprOpriate scale use: T, Z, N, HO, OO, O, G, Gauge 1 (Outdoor use is OK with care)
case & lever Material: Custom Aluminium Extrusion, milled/passivated for long life
pcb & Other Material:  PCB made from MIL spec fibreglass. Key contacts Gold plated
physical size :   Varies: Common width with style-matched cover position
pOwer cOnsuMptiOn: Power stored onboard. Use does not drain the track power
acceptable pOwer use: For DCC, all common voltages. For DC, 18~21V advised
available pack sizes: Individual. Choice of 8 or 2 outputs for ADS models

Setting up an Accessory decoder address is easily done in 3 simple steps.

SO
LEN

O
ID
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o

n
n
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n

s
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r an

 S.P.D
.T Sw

itch

FR
O

G
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W
ER

 S.P.D
.T Sw

itch

LED
 &

 FEED
BA

C
K Sw

itch

three accessOry decOders that dO it all... 
Incredibly, on DC or DCC layouts, they will also cost you LESS money, time and effort than if 
you were using conventional analog control with the equivalent switching and CDU power! 

Fo
r an

 SPD
T Sw

itch

To
 C

o
balt iP o

r O
m

eg
a

LED
 ~ Feed

back Sw
itch

The ADS-2sx  Solenoid 
decoder. 2 way, each with 
its own CDU power.
Both outputs are able to 
drive two motors. Simple 
addressing, DC or DCC

The AD-2sx (Cobalt type) 
“Stall motor” decoder

2 outputs with each able 
to power several motors. 
Simple addressing. Low 
power draw. DC or DCC

Choosing our ADS-8, ADS-2 
or AD-2  Accessory Decoders 
will actually cost you less 
money, need less wiring or 
soldering and need less time. 

You’ll also be saved a lot of 
frustration with no need 
to add or adjust any hard- 
to-install micro-switches . 

They all work equally well 
with DC (18V DC power) or 
on DCC layouts in all scales.

So... no matter which way you 
choose to drive your trains, 
you can still take advantage 
of their features and benefits!

1
Install and connect an 
AD or ADS decoder to 

the DCC power bus.

Move this switch to 
the”SET” position

3
Return the switch to the 

”RUN” position.

Now repeat step two. 
Your point (Turnout) 

will now respond to the 
address you used.

Choose an address 
between 1 & 2043.

Using the DCC control 
system, act as if you are 
already changing the  
point (turnout) at the 

chosen address.

Because it’s in “Set” mode, 
your AD~ADS decoder 
will listen, learn, and 
remember the number 

you entered as its own 
address for the future.

2
You can set numbers or 
addresses of 2 or more 
outputs at the same time 

if you wish.

Crossovers and loops 
can share one output if 
the frog polarity is the 

same in both.

You can also set 2 or 
more of your AD or 
ADS decoder outputs 

to the same address so 
they will always change 

together if you wish.

TIPS

ADS-8sx Solenoid decoder with separate CDU on each output
8 solenoid outputs capable of powering TWO motors. Simple addressing. DC or DCC
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Easy to use, with fewer complications

ads decOders: designed fOr tOtal fleXibility, but keeping it siMple & sO easy tO dO

a clOser lOOk at the abilities Of Our ads sOlenOid decOders, the ads features and their wiring

cOntrOlling cObalt

The best available?

Cobalt SX Series decoders
We designed this range from 
the ground up to make things 
better - and much easier!

Why did we need to do it?
From the very start, most 
DCC accessory decoders have 
not been able to reliably drive 
many of the solenoids sold by 
major track brands and none 
of them could change a pair 
of points in a crossover or 
a loop reliably, making DCC 
accessory control expensive 
and often quite frustrating.
Even now... most do not 
have the ability to give you 
control panel feedback, can’t 
control the frog polarity or 
do much at all, so modellers 
have the added load of 
needing to add other things, 
creating more cost, time and 
wasted effort... 

Our Cobalt SX Decoders: 
All of our Accessory decoders 
will drive a full crossover, 
switch point frogs, provide 
the connections for control 
panel LEDs, computer IO or 
feedback & generally do it all.

They even work on DC or DCC

To DC or DCC Power

cOntrOlling katO

DCD-SDC KATO Adapters
Available in packs of 3, 6 or 12. 
Suitable for any 2-wire Solenoid.

An AD-2sx can manage TWO or more Cobalt      
iP analog or Classic motors on each output

to DC or 
DCC Power

Panel LEDs Panel LEDs

FROG   Power FROG   Power

Solenoid Solenoid

Panel SwitchPanel Switch

Connect to
KATO
MOTOR

ADS-2sx Decoder

Connect to
COBALT
iP Analog or 
Classic Omega

AD-2sx Decoder

The BUTTON and the BLUE LED on every ADS-2sx and ADS-8sx Decoder
When the BLUE LED is lit, all of the CDUs are fully charged, even with power off. They 
MUST be discharged before making or breaking connections or wiring to avoid damage. 
There is a Button switch at the end of the decoder... Hold it down until the LED is off!

LINKING AD or ADS to ALPHA
(and making your wiring even simpler)

The diagram to the right shows the features and 
abilities of an ADS or AD series decoder.
Even though they are easier to install and wire 
than other brands, there’s still a lot of wire!
Here is what happens if we add an ALPHA AEU or 
Alpha Central unit. (Alpha central is shown here). 

As we show here  
only the solenoid, 
the frog wires and 
ADS power input are 
needed now.
The rest is taken care 
of by Alpha Central. 
A very big saving in 
wiring on all of the 
points on the layout!

DCC
System

ALPHA
Central
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Forget the technical stuff, enjoy the benefits!

Cobalt Alpha was created to 
answer a simple question...
“If I am using digital, why do 
I need all those wires?” 
It was a very good question 
asked by a client who was 
also able to do a neat and 
tidy job of wiring his layout, 
but did not enjoy doing it..

He was right of course, and 
when we considered it, it was 
clear that there was a very 
big hole in the whole model 
railway “layout control story”.

Existing digital control gear 
tries hard to add features but 
all of them need multi-step 
access to control accessories. 

This really ignores two issues 
that are quite obvious from 
our ongoing investigations:

* DCC layout control is clumsy!

Modellers, DC and DCC, also 
including those with tablet or 
screen based Digital control 
products, want much more 
than fine control of locos.

They want their accessory 
control to be up front and 
direct without the need to 
distract attention from train 
control - and most are much 
happier when operating with 
a physical track display and a 
simple to understand mimic 
panel for their accessories.

* Traditional control panels
   are too complex to make!

And... to create any form of 
real world-like layout control 
requires hundreds of wires, 
lots of soldering plus the skill 
and patience to add many 
small added accessories to 
give proper point or turnout 
control plus panel indication 
of their state or position.

Cobalt Alpha, Alpha Mimic 
and related products are the 
simple and direct answer.

We will show you here how 
Alpha can fix both problems 
in an easy-to-do manner...

For BOTH DC & DCC users...

prOduct range :   The DCCconcepts Cobalt Alpha family
priMary design gOals: Simplify layout control. Reduce complication. Separate  
   layout control from train control. Universal usability
apprOpriate scale use: Usable with layouts of any prototype in all model scales
user skill requireMent: Low - Plug in/basic wiring. No soldering. No programming
applicatiOn / suitability: Suitable for DCC or DC users. (Adapters may be required)
switching interface: AlphaSwitch-D, Cobalt-S & all analog switch types
Other-brand interactiOn: interfaces with MOst screen based systeMs via alpha sniffer

pOwer requireMents: DC / DCC power. Nominally 18V DC, safe range 9~21V DC

Cobalt Alpha Central & AEU

alpha aeu - the heart Of cObalt alpha
alpha aeu cOnverts switch Outputs tO digital cOMMands. Say goodbye to all those wires!

The Alpha AEU

Each Alpha AEU can 
control 12 devices.

Many Alpha AEU units 
can be used together 
for larger layouts.

Alpha AEU digitises 
the outputs of any 
form of switch and 
it connects to your 
layout with a single 
            6-wire  cable.

alpha central. Open the box, plug it in and change the points! 
Smart and easy to use, Alpha Central integrates Alpha AEU & AlphaSwitch-D

Alpha Central

Plug and Play
12-turnout

control

It is easy to link
as many Alpha Central

as you need for your layout

Alpha Central combines the ability
of one Alpha AEU & two AlphaSwitch-D sets

to give you truly simple digital accessory control
Almost literally “open box, plug it in, start operating”! 

DCD-AEU

DCD-AEC
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alpha pOwer is a well regulated intelligent pOwer supply with eXcellent prOtectiOn

Matching Other alpha range prOducts, the alpha pOwer has bOth an alpha type dc 
barrel plug Output (lead supplied) and screw terMinal cOnnectiOns tO add versatility

alpha pOwer has been tested tO well beyOnd any pOssible user lOad tO ensure reliability the 
interactive OverlOad prOtectiOn has bOth audible and visual warning Of high pOwer use.

an eXceptiOnally stable pOwer supply alsO suitable fOr use with dcc systeMs Of Many brands

Add power & upgrade DCC performance

DCD-PWR
The highest quality power 
supply made for the hobby!

Very stable at 18V DC, 5A.

Overload protection with 
LED and audible warning.

alpha bOX is a tOp quality 5 aMp pOwer bOOster with “alpha intelligence” built in.
the wide range Of cOnnectiOns, suppleMented by the ability tO accept direct track pOwer 
inputs and a range Of adapter leads that allOw direct cOnnectiOn Of Many cOMMOn dcc 
brands Makes it uniquely suitable as an easy and direct “alpha upgrade” fOr yOur layOut.

alpha bOX alsO Makes it easy tO upgrade “starter dcc sets” tO full accessOry cOntrOl. 

alpha bOX & alpha pOwer are a clever & pOwerful pair that represent eXcellent value!

Alpha Box connections... ready to work with almost anything!

alpha bOX - add pOwer & accessOry cOntrOl 
alpha bOX can add accessOry cOntrOl tO basic systeMs, bOOst track pOwer and Much MOre!

DCD-AUX
Alpha BOX is a 5 amp intelligent power booster
with a direct plug interface for Cobalt Alpha Central or AEU

This interface overlays
Alpha intelligence onto
the bus. It then combines it
with your DCC system
track & command outputs.

This makes Alpha Box the
perfect way to upgrade 
low powered start sets to a full 5 amp output
as it will greatly improve overall performance
while adding the huge benefits of full DCC
digital accessory control and Cobalt Alpha.

Cobalt Alpha Power & Box

alpha pOwer  the ideal pOwer supply fOr MOst MOdel railways
usable wOrld-wide, alpha pOwer has a tightly regulated 18v dc Output perfect fOr all systeMs
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The clever Cobalt Alpha Sniffer

The DCD-SNX Alpha Sniffer is a small, economical & very versatile part of the Alpha range.

As the name implies, as one of its talents it is an excellent “Sniffer” interface for control systems 
such as ESU ECoS and Roco Z21. (Additionally, sometimes sniffer ports are a little wiring 
sensitive and DCCconcepts Alpha Sniffer helps to give them better “Sniffer” stability too).

Of course, many users of these systems also want a real-world control panel but until now, it’s 
been hard to do it - and still make sure that ECoS & Z21 see the commands made - However if you 
link Cobalt Alpha control panels via the Sniffer, any command transmitted is also seen on-screen. 

Most importantly, Alpha Sniffer provides a simple, low cost way for both DC and DCC modellers 
to create a totally independent digital Alpha-control power bus, so trains can be driven via DC or 
DCC - but accessory control is improved & overall wiring needs are greatly reduced & simplified.  

The perfect product for those of us who just want to get on with driving the trains!

Making it easier & ensuring it’s simple to wire

alpha sniffer - integrating alpha + ecOs Or z21
a siMple way tO integrate alpha & have its cOMMands reflected perfectly On yOur screen

+
Or

Connect DCCconcepts DCD-SNX  
to your ECoS or Z21 “SNIFFER” input

This works equally well with ESU’s ECoS, 
Roco Z21 or similar... Alpha commands 
will also update any on-screen displays.

alpha sniffer-very easy wiring fOr dc MOdellers tOO!
create a separate digital accessOry pOwer bus but keep driving yOur trains with dc if yOu prefer

You may prefer to keep 
operating all of your 
trains with DC power.
But - you can still save 
a LOT of time & effort 
by adopting Alpha for 
accessory control.
There will be only a 
little wiring needed & 
almost no soldering. 
Your layout Could be 
wired and running in 
almost no time at all. We prefer an 18V DC 2~3A 

regulated power supply
Many Alpha products can be linked together for 
large layouts (Allowing more than 2000 outputs)

Integrating Alpha with almost anything at all!
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Alpha Accessories
(Adapters & lead range on page 38) 

alpha range brand adapters 
One base statiOn adapter & twO handset adapters in each

alphaswitch wye (y) adapters 
wye Or parallel cOnnectiOn Of switches - Made easy

alphaswitch d add-On switch 
12 additiOnal switches with plug-n-play wiring and bezels

alphaswitch sOlenOid adapter 
fOr direct cOntrOl Of ads sOlenOids by alphaswitch d 

alphaswitch a 
lOng life is assured with life-testing fOr every batch! 

DCD-DSR
(Red Switches)

DCD-DSG
(Green Switches)

DCD-DSB
(Blue Switches)

alphaswitch d switch systeM   
cOntrOl bOard and 12 switches with plug-n-play wiring

DCD-ATR
(Red Switches)

DCD-ATG
(Green Switches)

DCD-ATB
(Blue Switches)

ALL adapters are clearly labelled. The 
Command station lead is always longer.

DCD-DTX
(Digitrax)

DCD-GMX
(Gaugemaster)

DCD-LZX
(Lenz)

NCE and ROCO 
do not need 

adapters

DCD-ASR
(Red Switches)

DCD-ASG
(Green Switches)

DCD-ASB
(Blue Switches)

the heart Of alphaswitch  
a toP qUality taCt SwitCh that lookS great in Control PanelS

This is the AlphaSwitch that is in all of the packs on 
this page. Easy to install, it is supplied with a turned and 
anodised alloy bezel for perfect presentation on your 
layout control panels.

Various DCC brands choose different 
connectors, so adapters MAY be needed.

DCP-SPS12

Global use with
110~250v AC power.

Output is +/- 12v DC              

Wiring Cobalt or any motor
drive turnout motor that needs

reversing DC power with this power
supply & our DCP-CBSxx switch packs will

greatly simplify Analog control and reduce wiring complexity

pOwer fOr alphaswitch a
a neat & efficient way tO pOwer cObalt ip analOg & OMega 

DCD-SY3
In packs of 3 as 

an easy 

“Snap off PCB”

(with 3x plug 
and play leads)

An SY3 adapter can be used to make one switch work two 
devices. Or use it to link two switches onto one device.

DCD-DSS.2 
Simply insert the pins 
into the outputs of 
AlphaSwitch-D and 
use the easy screw 
connections to link 
them to your ADS-2 
or ADS-8 decoder.
In a pack of two pcs.More Alpha Adapters on P 38
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Better control & less wiring 
for DC or DCC modellers

Keeping it all plug and play

Alpha Versatility

bringing accessOries under cOntrOl withOut any cOMplicatiOn 
restOring real-wOrld cOntrOl while Making wiring Much siMpler with alpha aeu, alpha central & alpha sniffer

Connect us to Alpha 
Via

the Alpha Sniffer

ADD a Digital
Accessory bus

to a DC Layout

Connect 
NCE

Directly

Add more power and Accessory 
control to ANY brand, start set 
etc, by connecting via Alpha Box

Connect ANY switch to Alpha AEU and 
it instantly becomes a “digital switch”.
The panels below use the following:
* Pushbutton switches *AlphaSwitch-D 
* Cobalt-S Levers * Simple Stud & Probe 

You will need only ONE cable to connect the  panel and the layout

Or you can buy it all ready to go!
  ALPHA CENTRAL

Only one
wire to 

the layout
out of the box.

Alpha Central controls
12 accessory decoder addresses.

DCD-AEC

In the diagram to the left, all of the wiring is 
inside the control panel and because Alpha is 
involved, most of that becomes a simple-to-do 
plug and play or screw terminal connection.
Even better, only ONE cable is needed to 
connect the control panel to the layout, 
and even that is a simple “plug in” that can 
be put in any position on the layout fascia.
If you’d like it even  easier, Alpha Central 
combines the ability of one Alpha AEU & 
two AlphaSwitch-D sets to give out of the 
box  digital accessory control: almost liter-
ally “open box, plug it in, start operating”! 

DCD-AEU
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Connect easily, finish quickly & 
get back to enjoying the trains

Keeping it all plug and play

cOntrOlling alMOst any digital accessOry with cObalt alpha  
integrating cObalt alpha and MiMic with yOur cOntrOl systeM and cOntrOlling accessOry prOducts Of Many types

Connecting Alpha

Use Alpha Panel to connect Alpha to a layout - or to upgrade other brands
  ALPHA PANEL  DCD-DAP Alpha-Panel is of course the perfect choice 

for connection of Cobalt Alpha products.
however it is also ideal for users of other 
brand systems such as NCE and ROCO. 
* ROCO uses identical plugs and wiring.
* For NCE it replaces BOTH the general use 
“UTP” and the “PCP” PowerCab panel. All you 
need do is move a switch to match your use. 
LED indicators will confirm your settings

The tiny Blue LED in the logo tells you 
that the command bus is active

This Blue LED will 
light when an 
NCE Power Cab 
is connected and 
the switch in the 
correct position

The Green LED lights if the 
switch is set for the NCE 
Power Pro or other systems

These Green LEDs light to 
tell you that the sockets are 

live ~ the bus is available

Alpha-Panel 
is of course 
supplied with 
screws  and 
Instructions

Once you’ve connected to Alpha, almost all 
the other wiring you used to use is no longer 
needed as all the information is now sent as a   
digital command - however you still need to 
connect your Switches to the Alpha AEU.
To help you keep 
the “Switch to 
AEU” wiring tidy 
we created this 
3-wire cable. 
One roll will be 
enough for all 
the connections   ALPHA Wire. DCD-RGB

  (6 metres)

Once you have built the Alpha-Controlled panel, you can 
control your DCC-Digital accessories or any accessory   de-
coder that is connected to the power bus. 
You can choose to use the existing power bus OR create a 
totally separated Alpha-only bus to do it. It’s up to you.

Alpha really 
IS the way to 
get things 
running with 
minimum fuss 
and bother.

Adding Alpha 
to your panel 
is plug & play.

Connecting an 
Alpha AEU to 
Alpha switch 
is simple too.

A panel like 
this takes less 
than 2 hours 
to assemble!  
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Alpha Mimic is a totally independent system to the Alpha AEU & Central 
controllers we have already shown you, but if you choose to combine them 
both you will quickly see the possibilities for improved operations.
Alpha Mimic receives its commands directly from the Digital command 
power bus, just as your accessory decoders or Cobalt Digital devices do.
Therefore when you tell a point motor or signal to change, Alpha mimic will 
also change its LED display to match the setting you chose automatically.
As with all of our Alpha Series products, Mimic is totally plug and play, so 
there is no need to wire panel LEDS individually and no need to run lots of 
wire, solder lots of joints or do other things you may not enjoy!
Mimic works with ANY brand of DCC system - and DC modellers can also 
enjoy its benefits if they adopt Alpha Sniffer and digital accessory control.

alpha MiMic 
a  fully interactive layOut diagraM systeM that 
Only needs twO wires tO cOnnect it tO the layOut!

Mirror your control panel to make it easier

alpha MiMic
cOnfirMing every rOute change & keeping yOu in tOuch with all parts Of yOur layOut

the alpha MiMic led
designed tO Match alphaswitch in cOlOur & style, they press fit tO yOur panel then just plug in!

  Alpha Mimic reduces THIS....             to THIS....                    So - the Mimic panel can then be put...

...anywhere around the layout. It can in fact be moved around, so it is in one place when on 
your own, another when you have a crew working with you operating the  layout.
This is particularly helpful when you need to see how hidden storage sidings are set, or get  
the tracks aligned properly on the other side of your world.

Of course, many smaller panels are useful on larger layouts... and they can be distributed 
as per the yellow “Dots”, or if you prefer to stay in one place... just group them all together.
Mimic totally banishes complexity, so how you do it is now limited only by your imagination!

here...

here...

or here...

or here...

here...

or maybe here...

Or group it all together

The LEDs come in Red, Green, Blue, Red+Green, Red+White.
The tiny disc on the face of the LED reduces harsh glare and 
will give your control panel a very sophisticated appearance.
Installation could not be easier as they just push-fit into 
the panel as long as you use the correct drill size. (6.5mm)
Connection is simple. LEDs just plug into the Mimic control 
board. A wide range of easy-to-use adapters and leads are 
available so you should never need to solder or cut a wire!
Panel construction is quite simple. The Mimic manual also 
includes clear instructions to help you build a panel. You 
will require only basic tools and the simplest of materials.
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alPha mimiC
eaCh mimiC board haS 24 SwitChable oUtPUtS (12 PairS). One output can support 6 ~ 8 LEDs

Mimic will work well on  
layouts in any scale and 
with any size layout, but 
it is with larger layouts 
or in “Awkward areas” 
that Mimic, either on its 
own with just your DCC 
system or, combined with 
an Alpha AEU or Alpha 
Central, will really help 
your layout operations.
With 24 outputs, one Alpha 
Mimic pack plus the addition 
of a few more Mimic LEDs 
will provide clear, complete 
visual feedback so you will 

never need to guess at the 
point positions or the point  
settings for an entire fiddle 
yard or hidden track area.
This is important for larger 
layouts, or those at clubs.
Layouts designed for use at 
exhibitions, and that need 
several people to operate 
them also have some other 
very important needs. 
Operators need to be able to 
guess, see or be told, what is 
going on in other areas! 
Adopting Alpha Mimic goes a 
long way towards fixing this 
communication problem as 

you can very easily create 
a duplicate Mimic panel for 
each area of the layout.
Then, those who are behind 
the scenes can clearly see the 
main line settings and those 
up front will always be aware 
of what is happening in the 
staging areas of the layout.

~~~~~~~~~
Of course, AlphaSwitch, the 
Alpha AEU and Alpha Mimic 
can also be combined, with 
AlphaSwitch providing the 
control & Alpha Mimic adding 
extra LEDs to make sure your 
track routes are clear to you. 
Why not give it a try!

alpha MiMic 
very siMple tO understand & use, MiMic wOrks 
perfectly with every dcc systeM available

This Control panel uses about 60 MIMIC LEDs to show both routes and turnout positions.
Panel construction is easy and we help by providing you with resources that you can use 
- including instructions for making the panel (with no special tools needed) plus a simple 
computer file which has templates for turnouts and panel detail to make creation easier.
When the panel has been created it will only take about two hours to add LEDs & wire it 
all. Once wired, connection to your layout needs only TWO wires. It couldn’t be easier!

Mimic Adapters & Accessories on page 39

Alpha Mimic: 5 colour choices, 24 LEDs and a Control board in each pack
(You can also buy LED add-on packs to let you “mix and match” colours)

Red - DCD-MPRD

Green - DCD-MPGN

Red+Green -  DCD-MPRG

Red+White - DCD-MPRW

prOduct range :   DCCconcepts Alpha Mimic 
priMary design gOals: Make it possible to create intelligent, high quality mimic  
   panels with no need for special skills of complex wiring
apprOpriate scale use: Usable with layouts of any prototype in all model scales
user skill requireMent: Low - Plug in or basic wiring. No soldering. 
applicatiOn / suitability: Suitable for DCC + DC users. (Adapters may be required)
switching interface: Only TWO wires needed. Requires a DCC/Digital bus
                                          (dc users will need tO cOnnect via alpha sniffer etc)
Other-brand interactiOn: Interfaces with ALL Digital/DCC systems directly

Blue - DCD-MPBL
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mimiC SignalS are SimPle to inStall & totally PlUg & Play. 
they are ready to USe with the mimiC dCC board Provided.

alPha mimiC’S SimPle PlUg-in 
aPProaCh really iS ideal for 
eaSy Control Panel wiring.
that bUilt-in SimPliCity and 
PlUg-in wiring ability alSo 
make alPha mimiC a great 
ChoiCe for other thingS 
like groUnd SignalS, beCaUSe 
moSt modellerS like to link 
them to the movement of 
their tUrnoUtS.
This combination lets us 
make the whole process of 
adding ground signals very 
easy indeed... everything 
becomes a “one connector 
per signal” or totally plug 

and play process, with even 
DCC control taken care of 
by Alpha Mimic!

At the same time, it lets us 
tightly control overall costs. 
The result is that our ready-  
to-use Mimic ground signals 
are truly great value, and 
a layout full of high quality 
ground signals will now cost 
you far less than you ever 
thought possible! 

In fact, despite the fact that 
our ground  signals are very 
high quality, use correct-
ly coloured LEDs and have 
some of the best signal detail 
available, each will actually 

cost you less than a quick 
“coffee & cake” for one!

While a Mimic control board 
needs DCC commands, this 
does not mean that if you 
are a DC modeller, you can-
not use Mimic signals!

By combining Alpha Sniffer 
(page 30) with Alpha AEU or 
Alpha Central, a DC modeller 
can create a digital accessory 
bus so that you can gain the 
simplicity of wiring & other 
advantages of Digital Acces-
sory control... 

While you continue to drive 
your trains with DC!

prOduct range :   Alpha Mimic - Ground Signals
apprOpriate scale use: OO (2, 3 and 4-light) and HO (2-light, USA version)
case & Other Material: Case and mounting base plastic, the post is brass. 
pcb & Other Material:  Nano-LEDs on a thin, flexible PCB (Camera quality)
pOwer cOnsuMptiOn: ~5mA each, varies slightly with DCC supply voltage
acceptable pOwer use: Usable with DCC-standards track voltages. Signals are
   also usable with DC. For DC use, 3~5V is recommended.
available pack sizes: Alpha Mimic Ground signal packs contain a control   
                 board + 12 signals. Packs of 12 Signals also available

alpha MiMic grOund signals

alpha MiMic 4MM scale grOund signals
high quality 4MM scale (OO) grOund signals fOr uk MOdellers.
incredible value. DCC controlled and ready to use. In packs of 12.

DCD-MGS-BR  3-light, Used from late 1930’s until the present day

DCD-MGS-MG Modern LED 4-light. Successor to the 3-light signal.

DCD-MGS-RG Early UK 2-light. Great for use in Model“Fiddle Yards”
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alpha MiMic hO scale grOund signals 
3.5MM scale (hO) MiMic grOund signals fOr usa, australia etc...
incredible value. DCC controlled and ready to use. In packs of 12.

DCD-MGS-US A common form of ground signal covering a wide period

MiMic signals:  what is inside the pack?
each signal type cOMes with 12 signals & all Of the parts shOwn belOw.
(add-On packs are essentially the saMe but withOut a MiMic cOntrOl bOard)

eaCh alPha mimiC Control 
board haS the ability to 
Control 12 dCC addreSSeS.
eaCh of the dCC addreSSeS 
manageS two oUtPUtS. thiS 
meanS that a mimiC Control 
board Can aCtUally be USed 
to ConneCt & Control 24 
mimiC groUnd SignalS.
For most modellers this will 
mean that just one Alpha 
Mimic controller controls 
the signals of an entire yard. 

Example: All of the ground 
signals at both ends of the 
loops of a 24 turnout, 13 
track fiddle yard. Awesome!

Some prototype images 

ConneCt UP to 24 SignalS to jUSt one mimiC Control board.
ConneCt the mimiC Control board with only two wireS! 

alpha MiMic grOund signals

12x Matching
Prototype bases 
(Adjustable)

Signal posts are brass

12x Working 
Finely scaled 
signal heads 
with LEDs and
lots of detail

Control Board that needs only 2 
wires to connect & 3 x Y-connect 
and reverse connect adapters

Alpha Mimic Ground Signal packs (with Alpha Mimic control board)
DCD-MGS-BR:
DCD-MGS-MG:
DCD-MGS-RG: 
DCD-MGS-US:

D C D - G S - B R : .  
DCD - GS-MG:..

DCD - GS - R G : . .

DC D - GS - U S : . .

12 x 3-light UK signals + DCC/Mimic control PCB & Accessories.
12 x 4-light UK signals + DCC/Mimic control PCB & Accessories.
12 x 2-light UK signals + DCC/Mimic control PCB & Accessories.
12 x 2-light USA signals + DCC/Mimic control PCB & Accessories.

12 x 3-light UK signals + Accessories (No Mimic Control board)
12 x 4-light UK signals + Accessories (No Mimic Control board)
12 x 2-light UK signals + Accessories (No Mimic Control board)
12 x 2-light USA signals + Accessories (No Mimic Control board)

Alpha Mimic Ground Signal add-on packs (no Mimic control board)
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alPhaSwitCh lead ConneCtorS
bUild larger PanelS and keeP the entire Panel totally PlUg and Play

The Cobalt Alpha 
Accessory range
We have done our best to make sure that no  
matter how you want to connect Alpha, or 
how big or small your control panel is, it 
will stay easy to do and remain plug and play.

We have also added a “Mimic LED to Alpha 
Switch” interface, to integrate Alpha & Mimic

alPhaSwitCh extenSion leadS alPha aeU extenSion diSPlay
rePeatS all alPhaSwitCh CommandS aS they are made

alPhaSwitCh y-ConneCtorS
y and Parallel ConneCtion of alPhaSwitCheS - made eaSier

alPha aeU~alPhaSwitCh wireS  
Pre-CUt and tinned to make ConneCtion to alPha  aeU even eaSier

A pack of twelve 
ready to use Red, 
Green and Black 
wires (150mm)

A very easy way 
to connect 
Alpha AEU and 
AlphaSwitch or 
any other switch 
you choose!

DCD-SW12.150: 

Extension leads (in packs of SIX)

DCD-ME6.150 - 150mm
DCD-ME6.300 - 300mm
DCD-ME6.750 - 750mm
DCD-ME6.1M   -     1 Metre

DCD-MJ6: sold in packs of SIX, this is the most basic 
“Joiner” for connecting AlphaSwitch extension leads

Because control panels are not large, you’ll probably 
need only one pack for even a larger control panel.

DCD-SW3.10
10 Metres of fine 
triple RGB wire.
Supplied with Red, 
Green and Black 
heat-shrink

alPhaSwitCh extenSion wire 
an alternative to extenSion leadS for thoSe who like to Solder.

alPhaSwitCh temPlateS 
to helP yoU lay oUt the Panel SwitCh PoSition eaSily

DCD-SPT (Pack of 36)

These pre-cut and self
adhesive templates

will help you to
plan your panel so

that the Switches do
not interfere with each 

other. (36 in each pack)
Note: If you draw panels 
on your computer, there is 
a free template on-line.

DCD-SY3
In packs of 3 as 

an easy 

“Snap off PCB”

(with 3x plug 
and play leads)

An SY3 adapter can be used to make one switch work two 
devices. Or use it to link two switches onto one device.

DCD-ADX
A Digital Display to 
repeat all Alpha AEU 
address commands
This display has a 
high quality alloy 
mounting fascia. 
It plugs into Alpha 
AEU. The lead is  one 
Metre long (39”)

alPha 6-wire CUrly Cord 
the direCt ConneCtion for alPha (alSo for nCe Power Cab)

DCD-ACL: 6-wire RJ12 connectors, 6’ (1.8m) extended

Created for Alpha, but ideal for NCE PowerCab too!

Using neat and
tidy joiners lets

 us greatly reduce
 the price of the leads!
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Making control panel creation easier by removing the 
need for stripping and soldering of many wires by using 
a plug and play approach has really simplified control or 
mimic panel creation and design.

It also adds another benefit you may not have thought of.

All control panel parts, whether they are AlphaSwitch,  
Mimic LEDs or adapters and extension leads as shown on 
this page, become 100% re-usable for your next panel.

It also makes panel revision easy, as adding a new siding 
or turnout just needs another item or 2 to be plugged in!

reversing MiMic cOnnectiOns 
swap led pOlarity tO change indicatiOns easily and at will.

alpha MiMic eXtensiOn leads 
build MiMic panels Of any size and reMain tOtally plug and play

alPha-to-mimiC led adaPterS 
extend alPha PanelS by adding mimiC roUte indiCation too

cOnnect Multiple MiMic leds 
jOin One-tO-One Or Many tO One Output withOut cOMplicatiOn

Keeping it simple and versatile

DCD-MMA3: sold in packs of 3, this adapter will let 
you connect up to SIX Mimic LEDs to one Mimic output 

alpha MiMic eXtensiOn wire 
an alternative tO eXtensiOn leads fOr thOse whO like tO sOlder.

DCD-SMA3: sold in packs of 3, this adapter lets you add 
several Mimic LEDs to Alpha-Switch for route indicators

Please note: The Mimic LED colour should match your   
Alpha Switch LED colour. If you use different colours you 
will need to add a resistor so they will function properly

DCD-MW2.10
10 Metres of fine 
twinned wire.
Supplied with 
Red and  Black 
heat-shrink

DCD-ME6.150 - 150mm
DCD-ME6.300 - 300mm
DCD-ME6.750 - 750mm
DCD-ME6.1M   - 1 Metre

Extension leads (in packs of SIX)

eXtensiOn lead cOnnectOrs 
siMple plug-and-play cOnnectiOns fOr alpha MiMic leads

DCD-MRA3: sold in packs of 3, this adapter lets you add 
More LEDs & choose indication via changing of polarity 

A simple way to add 
dual LED indication. 
A useful Accessory 
when adding Mimic 
Signals to loops!

The easy way to add 
Multiple indication 
to ONE output of 
Alpha Mimic

DCD-MJ6: sold in packs of SIX, this is the most basic 
“Joiner” for connecting Alpha Mimic extension leads

Because control panels are not large, the MJ6 joiners 
will be used mostly with Alpha Mimic Ground Signals

alpha MiMic & alpha MiMic grOund signal accessOries
very siMple tO understand and use, alpha MiMic and Our alpha MiMic grOund signals wOrk perfectly with every dcc systeM.
with the wide range Of accessOries available, nO Matter where yOu install theM, plug & play design Makes it easy tO dO.

Using these neat & 
tidy joiners lets us 
greatly lower the 
price of the leads!
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Double the pulling power of many Locos. Significantly 
improve the quality and reliability of electrical pickup.

pOwerbase
pOwerbase 
fitting pOwerbase tO yOur whOle layOut cOsts less than an average lOcOMOtive yet it will give 
the running qualities Of all Of yOur trains the MOst significant perfOrMance bOOst iMaginable. 

PowerBase is very easy to lay, and once it is ballasted, it is totally invisible

Magnets are not new, but 
the way that PowerBase 
makes them work for you 
to improve your loco  
performance definitely is!
Many years ago, model 
railway track was made of 
steel and the wheels were 
made of similar material.  
Loco bodies were cast in 
metal and chassis were 
quite heavy so the grip of 
the wheels to the rail was 
good, so they were able to 

pull long or heavy trains up 
hills as well as on the flat.
Over time, things changed. 
Because steel rusts, brass 
then nickel silver were 
adopted for rails.  
Wheels also changed, to 
nickel-silver or similar.
Bodies also became plastic 
as it let manufacturers 
make them more detailed.
The problem is, nickel silver 
is a very slippery alloy, so 
with lead & heavy metals 

removed from chassis 
and much lighter plastic 
loco bodies, while locos 
become nicer too look at, 
they are very often unable 
to manage a realistic load, 
especially on gradients.
With all of the track laid 
on the flat, things can be 
OK, but most of our model 
railway rooms are just not 
big enough, so  gradients 
or hills really are needed.
This creates a problem...

When the plates are laid, install PowerBase magnets under the locos
With Diesels and smaller steam locos, this takes only a few minutes!

Comprehensive step-by-step instructions @ www.dccconcepts.com

pOwerbase Magnets fOr yOur lOcOMOtives. 
pOwerbase packs cOMe cOMplete with standard Magnets, but there is alsO a range Of Magnet 
packs that suit specific lOcO types and sizes. See p 41 or search www.dccconcepts.com

prOduct range :   DCCconcepts PowerBase
priMary design gOals: Keep it simple without difficult installation, special tools  
   or specific skills. Make it possible to have exceptional   
                  train-pulling performance on gradients. Improve The   
   quality of running and power pickup for all locos. 

apprOpriate scale use: OK with most scales but specifically created for OO/HO+N

user skill requireMent: Low - Just take your time , follow instructions carefully.

applicatiOn / suitability: Any prototype, any form of control, any layout size.   
   NO need to open up a loco for difficult modifications.

tOOls yOu Might need: Good quality PVA-type Glue, Superglue, Scissors, Black  
   permanent marker pen, weights to use while glueing   
   the plates down, plus other common hobby tools.
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The quickest & most significant 
performance boost imaginable  

pOwerbase

PowerbaSe etChed hangerS
a range of etChed braSS hangerS to let yoU moUnt magnetS 
CloSer to the railS when yoUr loComotiveS have larger wheelS

For OO and HO locos 

pOwerbase packs ~ OO/hO 
starter pack, value pack and add-On pOwerbase plate packs

DCX-PBBVP

Unfortunately, to take one 
track over another they 
need to be quite steep!
But - add a gradient that is 
steep enough to do the job 
& now your locos can only 
just manage a small train! 
As if that was not enough, 
light locos don’t have good 
contact with the rail any 
more. This leads to yet 
another problem. Poor or 
erratic electrical pickup.
This isn’t helped by the fact 
that while nickel-silver rails 
corrode less than steel, the 
tarnishing is mostly copper 
oxide - the same material 
that resistors are made of!
Added to the light weight 
of small locos , this leads to 
erratic performance - even 
if you conscientiously clean 
the track regularly.

PowerBase remedies 
all of these problems 
at once and it is very 
easy to install and use. 

You DO need to install the 
PowerBase plates under 
the track, so its easier on 
new layouts - however, it is 
definitely worth taking the 
time to redo problem areas 
on existing layouts too.
The process itself is very 
simple as the “Photo Story” 
on the left page confirms.
With Powerbase in place, 
the next step is to add two 
or 3 PowerBase magnets 
underneath your locos. 
Like magic, two things will 
happen every single time!
Power pickup will improve 
significantly... because the 
addition of the magnets 
to your locos acts just like 
increasing their weight 
several times over.
Locos instantly become 
extremely sure-footed... 
so while they slipped 
before with a small or 
medium load they can 
now pull realistic trains 
up all of your gradients.

pOwerbase packs ~ n, hOe/M 
starter pack, value pack and add-On pOwerbase plate packs

pOwerbase “special Magnet packs” and Other iteMs 
special eXtreMe Magnets fOr diesels and Other installatiOns, special Mini-Magnets fOr n scale Or sMaller lOcOMOtives

Each fret contains 39 etched hangers. 
Hanger depths vary from 4mm to 8mm to 
accommodate all sizes of driving wheels.

DCX-PBMXE
A wide selection of larger 
flat and thinner magnets. 
They are ideal for diesel, 
electrics or loco’s with 
small wheels - especially 
those with powered bogies 
which have base plates 
that are set a little closer 
to the rail-head!

DCX-PBBVPN      

DCX-PBKitN

DCX-PBM 
A 12 pack of standard magnets. This 
pack also includes screws & a drill. 
These allow you to use the packaging 
to create pockets. (Instead of glueing 
The magnets onto the loco chassis).

DCX-PBkit

DCX-PBB

TIPS: Before bending, it helps to 
anneal the etchings by heating 
red hot and then quenching 
in cold water. Add solder to 
the bends for strength. Colour 
them with black marker pens.

DCX-PBMXS
A wide range of small, flat, 
disc and cylinder magnets.
This range is ideal for 
N-Scale, smaller industrial 
or narrow gauge use. 
Also useful on coaches etc., 
to improve power pickup.

The value pack is really good value and 
a great way to start with PowerBase. 
Contains 5 metres of PowerBase plates, 
and 12 Standard size Super-magnets.

Just want to try it?

This “Starter kit” contains 
2.5m  of plates & 6 magnets.

Once you start using it, you’ll want
more... This “Add-on” 
pack contains 5 metres 
of PowerBase plates at 
surprisingly low cost.

DCX-PBBN The N scale 
add-on pack. Contains 
5 metres of PowerBase 
Plates to let you expand 
coverage economically.

N scale value pack (5 metres of 
Plates and 12 Super-magnets)

N scale starter kit (2.5 metres of 
Plates and 6 Super-magnets)

DCX-PBEX
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Cobalt-SS crossover changed more than 200,000 times!

While we focus very much on smooth, turnout-friendly motor-drive turnout motors, we 
are also aware that many modellers already own, or may prefer, solenoids,  Additionally, 
some popular brands of track already have solenoids built in to their powered turnouts.
Solenoids always require a little more than the basic power from a controller to work 
well, and the answer can be a CDU or capacitor discharge unit, which boosts power 
so that the solenoids get the energy they require. Usually, this needs a transformer 
and a CDU unit to be bought and connected to the turnouts and the control system. 
We do not like to just duplicate what others do, especially when we can clearly see 
how to make it much better.... so CDU-2 has several features not available elsewhere!
CDU-2 is fantastic value compared to other CDUs. It’s ready to use without complex 
wiring and it is totally complete. It has much more energy than other CDUs. It can be 
wired conventionally - or it can make it easier for you by using our unique 3-terminal 
connections to reduce wiring to each solenoid from three wires to only two. That’s 33% 
less wire and fewer connections and soldered joints than you would normally need!
CDU-2 will also improve the performance of 2-wire solenoids such as KATO or LGB! 

Why make it the same when we can make it better?

cObalt cdu-2
the cObalt cdu-2 capacitOr discharge unit 
while cObalt MOtOrs are all MOtOr driven, that dOes nOt Mean we fOrgOt abOut sOlenOids 
Or the MOdellers that use theM - sO the cdu-2 was created tO be the best cdu ever Made!  

CDU-2 in Ultra-Power mode

CDU-2 reducing your wiring! CDU-2 with Kato and LGB etc

CDU-2 wired with shared load

CDU-2 is the best choice for use with Diode Matrix switching!

The Cobalt CDU-2 is TWO high power CDUs in one box - and - each CDU is several 
times more powerful than any other CDU available! Wire like this & you can also 
share solenoids between them, making sure performance is always at its best!
Because the two CDUs can be wired together to make one super-high power 
CDU, there is really NO limit to how many solenoids can be changed - all at the 
same time. We tested 12 at once and never came close to reaching the limit!
This lets us reduce the wires needed wires from 3 to 2 by adding diodes to 
3-wire motors like Peco, Hornby, Atlas or Seep. This also creates an easy way 
to directly drive 2-wire DC solenoids like those made by Kato and LGB, as with 
CDU-2s two internal CDU units linked, it creates a common base wire that is 
both (+) and (-), with the two outer terminals becoming (+) and (-) in turn. 

Explaining the CDU-2 Performance Advantage!

1 2

3 4

1

2

3
4

Plug in a CDU-2 and dramatically improve
the way your solenoids perform every time!

CDU-2 is not currently available in Australia
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We get quite angry when we see shops promoting 
“layout wire” ...and then selling you 7 x 0.2mm wire 
which has lower power-delivery ability than fuse wire!
That is because each application on your layout will 
work at its best only if the right wire is chosen.
Think of wire, electricity & power delivery as being 
very similar to plumbing or the way that water flows.
Choose wire based on need. If you want to deliver all 
of the power - the wire (pipe) diameter needs to be 
big enough. If the wire is too small, pressure (voltage) 
will need to be increased to get enough at the end. 
And... if there are several things attached (like taps) 
then the whole system needs to be balanced or some 
of them will not work properly if others are in use!

wiring & the layOut
twisted pOwer bus wire
twisting cancels inductiOn and iMprOves pOwer delivery

layOut wiring essentials 
useful accessOries that will Make it easier fOr yOu tO wire the layOut fOr the best results

dcc cOntrOl bus wiring 
cable, cOnnectOrs and pre-Made leads Made tO Order

Cobalt-SS crossover changed more than 200,000 times!

DCW-TW50-3.5 ~ 50m/3.5mm2 (11gauge)
DCW-TW25-3.5 ~ 25m/3.5mm2 (11gauge)

DCW-TW50-2.5 ~ 50m/2.5mm2 (13gauge)
DCW-TW25-2.5 ~ 25m/2.5mm2 (13gauge)

DCW-TW50-1.5 ~ 50m/1.5mm2 (15gauge)
DCW-TW25-1.5 ~ 25m/1.5mm2 (15gauge)

DCW-TW50-1.0 ~ 50m/1.0mm2 (17gauge)
DCW-TW25-1.0 ~ 25m/1.0mm2 (17gauge) “Layout wire” does NOT exist!

The wire you choose will make 
a big difference to the quality 
of your layout performance

Quality pre-tinned copper wire, great prices.

single pOwer bus wire
single wires fOr the pOwer bus fOr thOse whO prefer it

DCW-BK50-3.5 or BK25-3.5 ~ 3.5mm2 (11g)
DCW-RD50-3.5 or RD25-3.5 ~ 3.5mm2 (11g)

DCW-BK50-2.5 or BK25-2.5 ~ 2.5mm2 (13g)
DCW-RD50-2.5 or RD25-2.5 ~ 2.5mm2 (13g)

DCW-BK50-1.5 or BK25-1.5 ~ 1.5mm2 (15g)
DCW-RD50-1.5 or RD25-1.5 ~ 1.5mm2 (15g)

Available by the metre, but always best value in reels! 
Of course, in the part #, BK = Black, RD = Red. All 
sizes are available in either 50 or 25 metre reels. 

drOpper wire in 9 cOlOurs
with 26 strands Of 0.15MM cOpper, this is the best available. 9 colours to choose from

DCW-DSRED50~Red
DCW-DSBK50~Black
DCW-DSYLW50~Yellow
DCW-DSBLU50~Blue
DCW-DCGRY50~Grey
DCW~DSGRN50~Green
DCW~DSWHT50~White
DCW~DSPNK50~Pink
DCW~DSORG50~Orange 

also useful for clearly colour coded general 
wiring connections all around your layout

6-core Control bus flat cables 
and their RJ12 connectors
DCW-6CDPM2 ~ 2 metres
DCW-6CDPM4 ~ 4 metres
DCW-6CD(X) ~ Lead made to order
DCW-6CD50 ~ Roll of 50 metres
DCW-6P6C-12 ~ 12x RJ12 connectors

Plaiting the solenoid wires has 
two very real advantages. 
Plaiting keeps your wiring tidy 
and it wraps the wire  around 
each other in two opposing      
directions, reducing induction 
and the very high voltage spike 
that will be generated every 
time the coil voltage is released - 
so your switches will last longer. 

plaited wire fOr sOlenOids 
keeps the wiring very tidy & reduces cOil-release inductiOn

Two solid brass power 
distribution bars with 
swivel mounting feet

DCC-Bbar2

DCC-BT2
2x Bus terminators. Connect 
to the ends of the power bus 
to suppress voltage spikes

12-way “Pluggable” strip 
connectors (two pairs)

DCC-Strip
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Power bUS wiring tagS 
the eaSieSt way to SeCUre the bUS and attaCh the droPPerS

bUS wire StriPPerS 
Save yoUrSelf lotS of time and frUStration with thiS tool!

Making layout creation easier

DCC-Tag25 ~ A pAck of 25 
power Bus & Dropper TAgs

DCC-Tag50 ~ A pAck of 50 
power Bus & Dropper TAgs

Easy to use, DCCconcepts Power 
Bus Tags make the installation of 
a layout power bus very easy.
Step 1: Cut the eyes of the two 
outside wiring tags & open them 
up. We use our DCT-FSC cutters 
or DCT-FWS strippers for this.

Step 2: Using the DCT-BWS 
Bus Wire Strippers, separate 
the insulation on the power 
bus wherever you need to 
add droppers (by 7~10mm)

Step 3: Insert the 
stripped section 
into the cut eyes 
of the tags then 
close them up.

Solder the stripped bus wires 
to the eye of the tag. They are pre-tinned to make it easy. 

Step 4: Pull the bus straight but not too tight and 
then secure the tag where you wish to fix it with a 
short screw         (we use #6 flat or pan head)

Step 5: Add the droppers. As you 
can see from the picture these can 
go into the eyelet holes on each 
of the tags. You can fit more than 
one dropper into each of them.

If there are turnouts in the 
area you can use the centre 
tag for the frog wires. One 
wire to the turnout frog and 
the other to the switch on 
your Cobalt turnout motor.

DCT-BWS ~ Top quAliTy 
one-sTep Bus wire sTrippers.
There are similar products out 
there but none are made to this 
quality... We guarantee them! 
Fully adjustable, these strippers 
cope with wire from dropper-size 
up to heavy power bus wire.
They can separate insulation in 
the middle of the wire so you do 
not ever need to cut the power 
bus, or just strip the end ready 
to insert it into a terminal.
A “must have” tool that all
modellers will love.

Many modellers do not enjoy wiring their layouts. 
This is a shame because it is one step that, if you do it 
correctly, will ensure that you can enjoy consistent and 
reliable running after all of the hard work is done.
More often than not, this happens because the right 
techniques aren’t explained or understood, or, of course, 
because the right tools for the job may not be to hand.
We’ve tried to help with both in this catalog, as we know 
how easy it all can be when you are properly prepared. 
We recommend that you take the time to get it right, and 
we are quite certain that if you choose the right wire and 
use the tools offered on this page - it will be easier to do. 
(We also invite you to contact us for advice if there are things 
related to building your layout that still cause you problems)

DCT-FWS                    ~ Fine Pre-Settable Wire 
                                    Strippers

fine wire StriPPerS 
a tool USed by ProfeSSionalS to work with the fineSt wire

with a set range
that goes as low as

0.1mm these strippers 
are ideal for all fine wiring work.

They have a very sharp cutter between the 
blades V-Grooves to let you trim wiring precisely. 

SUPer-SharP traCk CUtterS 
CUt niCkel Silver rail eaSily and Cleanly time after time 

needful things... 
To help you WIRE the layout

           DCCconcepts track cutters  
  cut flush & they are very sharp 

 for a nice clean cut in the rail.
Note the inset image below - this 
is the correct way to use them

DCT-XTC
Track Cutter
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S

needful things... 
To help you BUILD and maintain

etched cOpper-clad sleepering 
pre-cut and etched sleepers ready tO hOld the rail ends

basebOard alignMent dOwels 
hyper-accurate cOMputer designed alignMent dOwels

legacy ballast. (email us, ask for a sample) 
Accurately sized, artfully blended for best results

trackwOrk related gauges 
super-accurate track gauges tO help yOu iMprOve results

ESP-TRACK1.6 Etched and 
pre-cut / pre-tinned sleepers.
OO/HO Sleepers for fixing the 
track down at baseboard ends. 
They are ready to use with no 
need for you to clean up or cut 
gaps in the copper. 
The fret contains 80 sleepers 
for plain track, each sleeper is 
1.6mm thick and 32mm long.

the juMbO track cleaner 
a great value track cleaner that actually pOlishes the rails

DCT-TCB Track Cleaner

These Dowels are easier to install 
accurately than others… They are 
hard alloy, heavily passivated for 
zero corrosion and a very long life.
Manufacturing tolerances are very 
fine and there is NO baseboard 
movement possible once installed. 
4 pairs will be enough to make two 
baseboard joints (to join 3 boards) 

DCB-BDkiT ~ Two pAirs of 
Dowels plus The Drill BiTs ThAT 
you will neeD To insTAll Them. 
(enough for Two BAseBoArDs)

DCB-DWL ~ four pAirs of 
Dowels, enough To help you To 
Align Three BAseBoArDs.

It is BIG (more than 8 x 
larger in area than any 
other track cleaner). 
Our TCB track cleaner is 
also the very best there is 
as the Aluminium Oxide 
particles polish the rail 
without scratching and a 
pure rubber base means 
it is easy to wash clean. 

DCU-TBH5 ~ ho/oo 
sTrips 5mm Thick, 33m in A Box

DCU-TBH3 ~ ho/oo 
sTrips 3mm Thick, 33m in A Box

DCU-TBN3 ~ n scAle 
sTrips 3mm Thick, 33m in A Box

DCU-TBS5 ~ SiX sheeTs 
5mm Thick, eAch 600x300
DCU-TBS3 ~ TEN sheeTs 
3mm Thick, eAch 600 x 300

clOsed-cell lOng life track bed
5MM Or 3MM thick, sheet Or strip, OO/hO & n scale tOO

Strips are
pre-split on the
rear to help you to
lay them to a centre-line.

You may not need all of these - but look at them all so 
you are aware they exist, because if there IS a problem, 
they may well be the tool you need to help you to solve it!

DCG-BB145 for OO and HO 
standard wheelsets
DCG-BBN for standard N 
scale wheelsets
There are some specialised 
gauge sizes too - please see 
our website for the full range.

BACK-TO-BACK GAUGES

TRACK ROLLER GAUGESDCG-RGFB100 for standard 
code 100~ OO and HO track
DCG-RGN9mm for standard 
N scale track
Again, we have them for finer 
track sizes too - please see our 
website for the full range.

DCG-TGOO for most  of the 
16.5mm OO & HO track types
DCG-TGOOSF For those who 
wish to make their own track 
to OO-SF standards (This is 
also the best choice for those 
running RTR locos and stock).

THREE POINT GAUGES

more itemS at www.dCCConCePtS.Com

LB-4BB OO/HO Brown aged ballast blend
LB-4SE OO/HO Shed and Steam Era blend
LB-4LG OO/HO Grey newer ballast blend

LB-2BB N~2mm Brown aged ballast blend
LB-2SE N~2mm Shed and Steam Era blend
LB-2LG N~2mm Grey newer ballast blend
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reMOving the pecO springs... 
when using MOtOr-drive pOint MOtOrs like cObalt, the springs 
are nO lOnger needed & reMOving theM will iMprOve reliability.   
yOur pOints will alsO last Much lOnger withOut theM! helpful things... 

That every modeller should knowHow do we know that this is true? 
We do this with turnouts used in our Cobalt motor life tests. 
Reliability matters as tests exceed 200,000  changes.

If we leave the springs in, they often fail during the tests 
and important parts like blade to tie-bar connections 
will also tend to fail at around 40,000 change cycles. 

This is because of wear from the “Snap Action” and it can 
happen much earlier if we are testing with solenoids.

But - if we take the springs out and use Cobalt motors 
which are very gentle, we get a huge lift in reliability.

An extreme example: one Cobalt life-test unit (the one 
shown top right on page 15 of this catalog) has had the 
same turnout in place for nearly a million change cycles! 

This is a credit to both the gentleness of Cobalt motors 
AND to the Peco code 75 point fitted to the test unit!

prOper wiring fOr electrOfrOg
as yOu buy theM, pecO pOints are ready tO install, but a few 
Minutes spent re-wOrking theM will really iMprOve lOng terM 
reliability by reMOving dependency On blade-tO-rail cOntact!

Make the MOve tO cOde 75 rail
train-sets cOMe with cOde 100 sO Many cOntinue it... but it is 
a big compromise in realism when you build a layout.

This is how it is done
(It is easy to do and will not harm the point)

For points with a plastic 
pin holding the cover on.
* Lever up the cover
* Remove the spring
* Replace the cover

The added arrows will 
help to make the whole 
process clearer for you.

For points with metal clips to 
hold the spring cover on.
* Lever up the metal tabs 
and remove the cover
* Remove the spring
* Replace the cover

We hope that the arrows will 
help to make the process 
quite clear and easy for you.

The picture below tells the story better than words...
Code 100 track is simply far too heavy and with the rails 
(for OO) already too close together, this heavy look is 
emphasised, so Code 75 rail just looks so much better.

Code 75 is quite robust so if you are building a layout you 
will see no difference in track life or wear rates. 

Flange size of wheels is not an issue and all except very, very 
old (40 years+) models will run nicely on it.

There are however some things that changing to 
Code 75 track will make very much easier for you...
* Code 75 Flex track and rail bend more naturally and they 
form nicer joints on curves because the rail is less stiff.

* Code 75 rail has less than 50% of the cross-section of 
Code 100 so it cuts more cleanly with much less effort.

And... there will be NO waste in making the change. You 
can relegate the Code 100 to the fiddleyard because 
joining Code 75 to Code 100 is actually quite easy. 

Simply use Peco transition joiners or just file away the top 
part of the Code 100 rail and solder the Code 75 to it.

CUT these links to 
totally isolate the 
entire frog area 
from the stock 
and closure rails

JOIN the closure 
rails to the stock 
rails with small wire 
links (solder across 
underneath the rail)

A few minutes making some easy 
changes to your point-work will 
guarantee better reliability and 
running qualities long-term.

The picture to the left shows the 
result of the changes, and the 
process is detailed below.

Once done, there will be no more 
reliance on “Blade-to-rail” contact 
so trains that stop or stall at points 
will become a thing of the past.

FROG Wire. Connect it to the 
frog switch on a Cobalt, an ADS 
Accessory decoder or a similar 
device with frog-switch ability.

DON’T FORGET to add gaps or 
insulated rail joiners here when 
installing the point on the layout.

lotS more adviCe at www.dCCConCePtS.Com
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siMple interlOcking tO create safe pOintwOrk & 100% errOr-free OperatiOn Of hidden stOrage yards
trains that are run acrOss pOintwOrk set against theM & cOnfusiOn with train MOveMents in hard-tO-see areas are the cause Of MOst frustratiOn, derailMents and shOrt circuits On any layOut. 
using the switches that are already prOvided with yOur cObalt ip and cObalt-ss pOint MOtOrs, ads, cObalt reX Or siMilar Other devices can end these prObleMs and iMprOve yOur Operating quality.

This is easier than it looks (Think vertically not 
left & right when you look at track and wires)
We have isolated the TOP rail of each of the 
tracks in the yard. (Red small arrows).
We control power to that rail by linking it via 
the point motors that lead to that rail.
The motors will work together to change 
which loop or track in the yard is active. 
We therefore use the switches on the motors 
to cascade the connection between them.
Effectively the power wire for the top rail runs 
via the switches which are all in series.
LEFT side motor switches hand the power up 
or down the yard ladder depending on their 
position and the RIGHT side motors actually 
connect it to the track.
On the first 3 left side motors, the options are 
“Connect or pass on upwards”. The top motor 
switch is not needed
On the first 3 right side motors the options are 
“connect the rail or leave it turned off”.
On the top right hand motor the option is 
“which of the last two tracks receive power”.
Give it a try. You will not be disappointed. You 
can use this same idea to protect ALL points!

LEFT side motors allocate the power. RIGHT side motors reconfirm track change and deliver the power.

5K Ohms

The added diode 
will protect against 
reverse voltage 
when wired to DCC
Connect this across 
the tracks wired as 
below and only the 
LIVE track will have 
an illuminated LED

never have anOther pOint-based derailMent!
The added switching on DCCconcepts products such as Cobalt & 
ADS Decoders gives you the opportunity for easy interlocking of  
track power so that your yard usage all stays totally in control

TRACK POWER BUS

You could actually use only the left-side motors to do all this, but for the sake of only 
four more wires running the length of the yard, you can be 100% certain that the point 
motors at BOTH ends of the loops have definitely changed before track power turns on. 
When wiring this way, please make sure that the 4 long (orange) wires in particular are 
reasonably large - no less than 32 x 0.2mm or larger wire as they provide the track power.

add ledS to Show the live traCk
 jUSt ConneCt them aCroSS eaCh looP traCk in the examPle below
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things tO think abOut... 

these cOMe frOM custOMer service and apply equally tO new and eXperienced MOdellers

More often than not, we can answer customer enquiries or fix the odd problem 
very simply. In fact, the answer is generally right there all the time & the modeller 
really only needed us to provide a little guidance.
We are here to help, but some errors can cause damage. Here are a few thoughts 
that just may save you a little frustration - or prevent the odd “accidental error”.
General problems: 
Generally REAL problems with products are very rare, with most users having none at all.
However there is a consistent and interesting pattern among the few who DO have them. 
It has nothing to do with being an experienced modeller or not - while half of the problems come 
from newer modellers, an equal amount are had by those who consider themselves “old hands”!
What is more, MOST are simply caused by not following instructions. Perhaps terminology might 
confuse new modellers and maybe “old hands” just tend to guess or work by habit a little too much.
Please DO read the instructions. We do our best to cover all possible issues AND we also write 
many, many added manuals or diagrams and make them available online to help you.

We are also delighted to help on the phone or by email of course, so do not hesitate - and DO let 
us know if you want more: we enjoy talking to you and want to give good customer service.. and 
if needed will even create new or special help for you via a PDF diagram or special “how to” video.

Not all wires or power supplies are the same... 
Of all cases we see of failure or where results are not as expected... more than 95% can be 
directly traced back to inadequate wiring or problems with power supplies.
• Modellers have a fixation on 12 Volts but the interesting thing is, it has never been a 12 volt 

hobby! Measure any DC controller output and the DC terminals labelled 12V will really be 16 
or 17 volts... while the 15V AC terminals will inevitably be nearly 19 volts!

• Use an appropriate voltage: You will often find suitable regulated power supplies left over 
from other things in your bottom drawer... many will be in useful lower voltages (3 to 9 volts)

Please STOP thinking any old power supply is OK - it is not! As a general guide: 
• Forget AC totally for all digital control or DCC devices.
• A Regulated DC power supply will always be the best possible choice to power anything digital.
• DO consider power supply load: Just because it says 5 Amps on the label does not mean you 

can load it to that level all of the time.. think about - how long would your car or any tool 
last if you operated them at their limits constantly. An hour or two before failing perhaps?

We recommend that you do not load ANY power supply constantly beyond 75% loading! 

Accessory Decoder addressing problems: 
A common cause of “Accessory addressing confusion” is using the WRONG instructions! 
Please always use the instructions from the “creators” of the product you are setting up.

This may sound obvious, but many modellers try to use their DCC controller instructions to set 
things like “other brand” digital point motors or accessory decoders. 
DCC may well be made to operate with standards, but ONLY the company who makes the item 
you want to address actually know how it should be set up - your controller manufacturer does not!

DML-MBS rail-built buffer stop
Beautifully scaled and ready 
to install, our buffer stops are 
sold in a pack of two.
Each of the buffer stops are 
fitted with a ready to use scale 
sized working red lamp 
(The lamp is very fine and even 
has a hinged handle). 
Each is provided with a small 
PCB that has three different

resistor values so that 
it is easy to adjust the 
lamp light level to suit.
ALSO available with-
out the cross beam 
installed for EM & P4 
modellers as part #
                 DML-MBSK

the nicest 4MM scale rail-built buffer stOp there is!
this seeMed an apprOpriate place tO put Our illuMinated buffer stOp - at the end Of the line!. 
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